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Outside patrons
feel library cuts
Daniel J. Johnson
reportE:r

Library privileges are no
longer given to anyone who is not
a part of the UMSL community ,
says Ronald D. Krash , director of
the Thomas Jefferson library.
Anyone not presently registered with a validated I.D. from
one of the four UM campuses, or
who is not a part- or full-time
faculty or staff member, or member of the UM Retired Association
cannot
have
library
privileges unless he or she meets
three requirements. He must: 1)
become a member of the UMSL
Friends of the Library Association, at a rate of $20 per year, 2)
be an UMSL graduate and member of the Alumni Association

with a valid I.D. (this does not
incl ude families ofthe graduates
or other categories of membership) or 3) be registered
through the Extension Division
with a valid I.D.
People in these three categories , Krash said, can get a library
card by bringing in t heir valid
I.D. to the Circulation Desk at the
Education or Thomas Jefferson
libraries.
He said the cards can be
renewed as long as the holders
remain under the categories, are
in good standing, and have no
overdue fines .
The policy, Krash said, does
not affect the agreement with the
Higher Education Coordinating
See "Library," page 2

Rich Podhorn

HARE UP~ND LEAVE: Two members of the Hare Krishna talk toOfficerMichael Abernathy of the
UM.Sl police. The group was asked to leave campus Monday after a student reported to UMSl
police that he had been harassed by the Krishnas.

Larson, Redbone scheduled to perform here
Sue Rell
assistant news editor

The University Program Board
is busy planning activities for the
spring semester, according to
Cedric R. Anderson , the Student
Association reGognized contemporary concerts chairman.
Leon Redbone, the man best
known for his light suit and hat,
moustache and goatee, sunglasses and deep singing voice on
the Budweiser commercials, will
perform at UMSL March 18 in a
solo guitar and vocal act. Redbone's commercial is up for
several Cleo awards , TV commercials' Emmy award . He also
has appeared on " Saturday Night
Live" and will be reappearing
March 12 .
Nicolette Larson, pop female
vocalist, will perform at UMSL
March 22 with her band . Larson

-

ideal seating capacity would be
1,000 to 1,500 seats. UMSL is kind
of behind the times in planning
these kinds of things."
The board is working with
total budget of $14,000 for these
concerts. Choices were narrowed down by the board to pop
performers because they figured
that country or jazz had a
limited following.
" If we book the Ozark Mountain Daredevils," Anderson said,
"we will have three concerts in
two weeks . I hope students don't
say they can't afford so many
concerts in a row after having
none all semester or that it is
spring break and they don't have
time to go to a concert. I hope
they don't take it that way."
Anderson explained that with
the economy and the music business like they are , it is hard to
book acts. Most artists find it too
expensive to tour. " Contem-

a

Arns assumes duties as manager
of alumni activities at UMSL
Erik Schaffer
reporter

After a year at Lewis and Clark
Community College in Godfrey,
Ill. , David H. Arns has returned
to UMSL as the new manager of
alumni activities for the UMSL
Alumni Association.

-

has had several hit songs including " Let Me Go Love" and a hit
album, " In The Nick Of Time. "
The Ozark Mountain Dare'devils are in the process of
negotiating a concert with the
UMSL program board . If the
group is booked, the concert will
be held near the end of March .
All concerts will be held in the
J .C. Penney Auditorium.
" We had several physical
problems with tryng to find a
place to hold the concerts ,"
Anderson said. " Mark Twain was
unavailable whenever the concerts could be booked ."
The J.C. Penney Auditorium
has 434 permanent seats and
extra seats can be added to bring
the total up to 463 .
" What we really need is a fine
arts center on this campus that
has seating capacity between
Mark Twain and J .C. Penney
Auditorium, " Anderson said . " An

Arns served as director of
community relations while at
Lewis and Clark College and,
prior to that, s pent l Y.! years as
the sports information director
for UMSL. He holds a bachelor's
degree in journalism from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale and presently is working
toward a master's degree in communications at SIU-Edwardsville.
" The primary responsibilities
of this office, " Arns said , " are to
provide fund-raising assistance,
provide support for the Alumni
Association and other constituent groups, provide staff
support for university special
events and maintain accurate

alumni records ." Constitu ent
grou ps refers to any group that
might s upport the university ,
he sai d.
" Alumni would be the primary
constituency of this office," Arns
said . " But that might also include
working with state legislators,
going to Jefferson City and talking with state representatives ."
Arns cited local businesses,
which might be willing to donate

David H. Arns

money to the university, and
even students and student groups
as constituents of UMSL.
He also will be involved with
the 11 different committees that
comprise the Alumni Association and will help these committees in decision making. ''I'm not
a member of these committees,"
Arns said. " But-if, for i~stahce ,
the publications committee has a
meeting, they may have some
questions on brochures or Development Magazine or Alumni
Magazine. They'll ask me to
attend the meeting to provide
whatever insight I have on a special problem they're dealing
with."
Arns sees the Alumni Association as " a group of people who are
interested in seeing the university succeed. They are vitally
interested in seeing the university become successful. " Members of the association support
UMSL in many ways - raising
funds for scholarships , donating
money to the university, and
See "Arns," page 6

porary Productions also takes
most of our business because
they have a lot more money to
work with," Anderson said .
Several groups were negotiating with the program board for
concerts at UMSL such as Adam
Ant, Ambrosia and Men At Work.
"It was hard to get them at a good
time and price," Anderson said .
"In fact , Contemporary Productions booked Adam Ant while we
were negotiating with him. No
one can say we didn't try, though.
"I hope the UMSL students
don't say 'Is that all they got? I
could have gone to the Checkerdome,' " Anderson said. " But our
budget is limited and Contemporary Productions has a lot
more money."
Anderson said that UMC and

Southe ast Missouri State and
Southwest Missou ri State universities all hav e a budget for
entertainment th:.tt exceeds
UMSL's burlget fiv E' ti m es.
" We are going to make ticket
prices attractive t o UMSL s tudents ," Anderson sa id , "s omewhere between $4 and $5 ."
The
University
Program
Board has been considering the
possibilities of buying blocks of
tickets from Contemporary Productions and selling them to
UMSL students at a reduced rate.
" It's hard to figure out if UMSL
students go to concerts or what
concerts they do go to," Anderson
said . " No one really knows what
the UMSL student really is and
what he is like."
See "Concerts," page 2

Po/ice offer anti-theft program
The UMSL Police again will
offer a free anti-theft program to
students and faculty and staff
members .
Vehicle identification numbers will be engraved onto vehicle windows from 8 a.m . to 9 p.m.
every Wednesday in front of the
General Services Building.

This program aims to reduce
the likelihood of vehicle theft
and was introduced in Missouri
by Attorney General John D.
Ashcroft.
The police will also be engraving identification numbers on
bicycles and other vehicles as
part of this program.

inside
Amazing
Hypnotist Tom Deluca will
bring his entertaining show
to U MSl when he performs
in the Summit lounge
March 11.
page 7

Playoff bound
The UMSl men's basketball team has qualified for
postseason play and will
meet Southeast Missouri
State University tonight in
page 12

Promoting
the birds
Marty Hendin, an UMSl
alumnus, enjoys his job as
director of promotions for
the St. louis baseball Cardinals. Hendin, who was
Current sports editor and
president of the U MSl Pep
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Copying costs could climb
Daniel J. Johnson
reporter

.

The low usage of the new copy
machines installed on the UMSL
campus this winter could result
in a 5 cent price increase for
copies, said John D. Phillippe ,
assistant vice chancellor for
administrative services.
, Each of the 11 machines can
make a minimum of 60.000 or
more copies a month, he said, but
presently are making 53,000
each. Seven of the 11 machines
are located on the main campus
and the other four on the South
(Marillac) campus.
The university's five-year contract with Vender Copying Co.
expired in December. From this
company the university received
a commission on each copy made
by a machine. Phillippe said.

But now UM3L rents its
machines from another company
and runs the copy service itself.
It now has to be concerned with
maintenance workers and supplies for the machines, he said.

Sharon Kubatzky

HOPALONG: Bob McCormack, a sophomore physical education major ~nd a guard on the men 's basketball team, helps a
youngster In the Saturday morning Youth Sports Program at
UMSL.

------------------------------------~

"Before, we weren't worried
about the number of copies," said
Herman J . Nebel Jr., director of
the UMSL purchasing department. " Now we have to break
even. I don't want to go up to
dime unless we have to. The old
company lost money on the
service.
" I feel if we give it a chance
with the students, we can make

a

Concerls -----------------from page 1
Several members (If the program board attended the 1:183
Nation;)l AssocIation of Camp 'Js
Activities convention in Baltimon' Feb. 15 through 20.
The convention gathered more
than 1.800 entertainment buyers
from more than 450 schools
acros~ the country. It featured
more than 140 educational
sessions.
workshops .
and
seminars. 80 hours of live talent
showcases and film screenings.
and more than 60 live performers . Board members met representatives of about 200 firms
that sell talent, products, services and programs to the col-

lege market.
"We learned how to deal with
agents and acts ," said Jacqui
Poor, special events chairwoman
on the program board, " and we
learned what sells on campuses
and what doesn't."
From the convention the board
booked several performers to
appear at UMSL including Tom
DeLuca , hypnotist, and Arne
Brav. guitarist, pianist and
humorist. The board is hoping to
get Gravity's Last Stand, a musical group of former UMSL
students , and O'Brien and
Sevara, a comedy-juggling team.
"It is interesting to gather with
other schools across the country
and see the different fashions

and cultures," Poor said. " It is a
neat culture event."
This is the first year that Canadian colleges attended the convention. The association hopes to
become international someday.

it," he said.
Phillippe said that, although
students prefer cheaper bond
paper copies , the university
could firrd no contractor to provide bond copy, for a nickel.
"I think we have an infinitely
better setup than before ,"
Phillippe said. "We're more responsive to deal with complaints.
"Co mplaints we had when und er
contract had to do with reliability ," he said. "I'm not aware of any
problems other than paper running out on weekends."
The 5366 telephone number on
the machines that students can
dial on the Hotline telephones
puts them in touch with Nebel.
who then contacts the service
person, Nebel said.
Phillippe said the machines
have been modified to hold
double the amount of paper, for

the weekends. Extra paper was
first put out this past weekend.
Phillippe said they have had no
problems with vandalism, except
that someone borrowed paper
from a machine.
Nebel said they have locks, but
he doesn't want to use them
unless it is necessary.
The typing service, Phillippe
said , "was a loser all the way
through . The machines were
down (out of service) more than
up. I haven 't found anyone
around the country who made a
profi t."
"We couldn't find any company
to bring in typewriters," Nebel
said. " The former company lost
money on it." The University
Center probably will be the only
source for typewriter service,
he said .

Library
from page 1
Council , which allows faculties
to use libraries at different
schools. It also has no affect on
the Info Pass agreement with the
St. Louis Regional Library Network, through which the reference library at any library can
issue students one-time special
permits to obtain a limited
amount of information.
The denial of privileges results from increased issuance of
privilege cards by non-library
units which give different kinds
of cards to their members,
Krash said.
"We have no control over
issuing," he said.
Approximately 16 types of
cards are issued by the Alumni
Association , Extension Service
and the special program for non-

campus members.
"A lot of departments see this
as a legitimate way to attract
people to the university ," Krash
said, " but it is difficult for us
financially ."
The cards, he said, are " for all
people who associate with
UMSL, but have legitimate right
to circulate. "
Another program run by the
library , which allowed any Missouri citizen to borrow library
materials , ended about a year
ago.
About 500 people had cards
under the special program, he
said. During the last two years of
the program. which began five or
six years ago , the library lost
$10,000 in unreturned books,
Krash said.

----

Spring Break in ...
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
* 8 days/7 nights deluxe condominium lodging (Sun Tide II - Two per sleeping area)
* Welcome party with free refreshments
* Full program of optional activities and events
* All taxes and service charges

$25
Off
any }ostenS gold ring

$125 complete
per person

For information and
reservations call:
1-800-392-2718 (Mo. only)

---

See your Josten's representative

PLACE University Bookstore
DATE

March 10 11am-7pm,
March 1111 am-3pm

~EJ
"
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CAD presses hard to meet stu"ents' needs
Iris D. Fletcher
reporter

The existence of the Center for
Academic Development has
recently created a growing concern for many students , administrators , and faculty and staff
members on the UMSL campus.
The CAD presently is experiencing a lack of teachers and
counselors in the center's learning units and counseling service.
The center consists of three
divisions: a math unit, a communications unit , and special
services.
The math unit provides academic assistance to students
enrolled in remedial and developmental math courses. The
communication and reading unit
assistants help students to
develop their reading and writing skills. Special services provide academic counseling and
motivation to the students it
serves.
In December 1982 , the CAD
designed a student partiCipation
survey. The number of participants surveyed amounted to
1,081 with recorded responses in
categories of sex, race, major
and level in college.
The results of the s urvey
revealed that of the 1,081 participants , 420 were females , 326
males , and 335 had no response .
Ranked according to class level ,
362 were freshmen , 275 gave no
response, 174 were sophomores ,
154 were juniors , and the remain ing participants were seniors
and graduate students. Categorized according to race , 503 were

white, 269 black, 242 gave no response, and t he r emaining 'partici pants were among other
minority groups .
The results of this survey also
revealed that 344 business
administration majors were the
largest group of students utilizing the CAD labs , followed by 261
students who gave no response ,
122 undecided , and 38 in mathematics. The students used the
remedial and developmental
math labs more than they used
the other CAD labs .
Howard Benoist, director of
the CAD, said the figures indicate only a small portion of the
students who use the labs . He
said the CAD labs serve over
2,000 UMSL students in English
09 , Math 02 , Education 083 , communication and effective study
skills.
Between June 7 and Jul y 29 ,
1982 , the CAD initiated a summer challenge program for
academically and finanCially
disadvantaged students. A followup report dated June 22 , 1982,
reveals that the intent of the
summer chall enge program is to
help participants function effectively as students at the university. Benoist sa id that the students
are obligated to actively participate In this program. " If the
students show progress in the program , they will be eligible to
receive financial aid from the
CAD," Benoist said .
The CAD is design ed to serve a
selected number of academically and financially disadvan taged students . " The CAD operates on a $300,000 budget and this

Rich Pod horn

CAN I H ~LP YOU?: Carolen Emerson (upper left) and Maria Thorpes (lower right) of the Center for
AcademiC Development help two stUdents. The stUdents are Curtis Brown -(upper right) freshman
and Carolyn Holoway (lower left), a sophomore.
_
'
money is allocated to the three
units and tutorial labs of the center," Benoist said.
In previous semesters, the
CAD operated with a lack of
teachers , counselors and staff
members . B,enoist said that Bai
Akridge , assistant professor of
political sCience,. observed that
the CAD had experienced a work

overload during certain times of
the school year. " If the CAD
needs more counselors , we will
train our present teachers to percounseling
duties ,"
form
Benoist said.
Billi Buchanan, Benoist's secr etary, said that the professional
staff members will train fa culty
members to advise students dur-

ing th e CAD's registration peak
period. Buchanan said. " These
peak periods occur during the
winter, summer. and fall prer egistratio n period. "
The CAD faculty members
teach Math 02 , English 09 ,
Education 082, and communication skills. Buchanan said , " Th e
CAD will not train the faculty
mem bers outside its budget
when the faculty members are
trained ...
Janice Vails , coordinator of
the CAD special services unit,
said that approximately 300
students use special services
during the school year. The special service division holds one
part -t im e and two fu II -time

SPRI~G BREAK IN · · ·

DAYTONA BEACH!
Limited Spaces Are Available
MARCH 18-27, 1983
ArsnQements by
ECHO TRAVEL, INC.

Sponsored by

$193
$205

TRIP INaUDES

I

See " CAD," page 6

SIX PERROOII
(3 DOUBLE BEDS)
•

FOUR PER ROOII

•

(2 DOUBLE BEDS.
•

•
•

~Co"ection .-

Round trip motor coech tranlClOrt.tlon via modem
high_y coaches to D.yton. Beach, Florida leaving
M.rch , a, .mlring the following day. Th. r.tum trip
·departs th.following Saturday .rriving home Sunday.
Seven nights .Ccommodation ••t the beautWul .nd
•• citing T. . .n Hot.l located .t 70' South Atlantic
Avenue.

It was in cor rectly re por ted
I<\st week that J ohn P . Perry , vice
chancell or of Admi nistr at ive
Serv ices, has recommended a
linearizat ion of parking fees at $2
per cr edit hour up to a maximum
payment of $28 for full-time
students. The actual proposal
would linearize the fee at $1.75
per credit hour up to a maximum
of $24 .50. Presently, payment of
the fee is at $2 per credit hour .
The Current regrets this error.

A g ...t schedu" 01 activit... including our dally pOol
deck partl...
Optional •• curalon.....,.. bI. to Di_y Wortd .nd
.ver.' oth.r .ttraction ..
Th. services of full tim. 'r...., r.pre..nt.t",.. to
in.ure • 'rou~f... trip.

OUR TRIPS ARE AlWAYS THE BEST DEAL
AND THE BEST TIME

----------- ~ -,I

JERRY ROBNAK'S .'
AUTO BODY:

The T. . . n i•• delu. hot., located right on the beach. It hes ....ny fllCilltiea Including. large
pool, pool bar, beak. t ball voI"yball.nd shuffle board court .. The T. . .n.1eo ..... gII_ room.
rest.u~nt and one 01 D.ytona'. ba.t night ICIO" the Crazy Horae Saloon. All - - . _ .,.!
conditioned .nd have color leIeviWn too. Our motor COIIChea .r. nothing but the hIgheat
quality h~y coaohetL W••
you _
amu with our trip hn 8nyona ..... DOn't
blow It and go on • lower quality trip!

tJa

Iao'"

I

Detatch and mail entire amount to: Vicki Arbik, 3653 Alberta, St. Louis, Mo. 63116. Confirmation of your reservation will be mailed to you shortly. If you have any
questions call Vicki (31 4) 353-8263 or Mike (314) 521-6926.
,

------,- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - MALE OR FEMALE _ _ _ _ _~_
SCHOOL (if applicable) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SIX PER ROOM

15YEARS
EXPERIENCE:
REASONABLE I
PRICES
I

FREE .ESTIMATES :
II

II

SPECIALIZI NG IN PAINTING I i
I I FENDE R STRAIGHTEN ING I '
I
-RUST REPAIR
I'

I

II

I Bnng In your INSURANCE REPAIR I
IESTIMATE. FOR WE PAY MOST S501 ,
lorSl000EOUCTABLES Wew,lIwork'

IWlth you on the,dents and damage. 101
lmake It look hke n_
I

I COMPUTE TOWING SERVICE I
I FREE TOWING IF WE DO WORK I
I
I
'i
I,

:
I
No lpec:e il reeerved for the_ roommatM until they IMM their own rMerVlltion.

~. ~~U~ 8~NATURE:

_________________________- .- _- .- -.-. - _-. - . - .-_- -.- -.-.-.-_-_-_-_- -- -- - - - - -_______________________

I
I
II

•

COUPON
4 29-7999

10% OFF ALL LABOR
Mon. ,FrI . • 5:30, Set. • ,2
181 4 St. e N,," Rocll Aoed

:.
II

I
I
I

t

"~-----------.1
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e dito rials
Funding of escort program.must change
One of the items included in the 1983- 84
budget request for Student Assoc iation is
a figure of $18 ,462.40 for the Student
Escort Program . If the Student Activities
Budget Committee realizes that this pro gra m s hould not be funded by student
activities money, they wise ly will decid e
to refuse to satisfy that request.
Th e Student Escort Program is an idea
introduced by Student Association last .
semester and , in theory, it is a-terrific service. Pote ntia lly, it co uld help eliminate
crime-t hreatenin g situations on campus
.:md make many stud ents feel safer,
es pecia lly the eve ning stud ents .
But, to be blunt, stu dents are being
ripped off if the program continu es to be
funded by st ud ent activities funds . The
program already has been allocated
$7 ,500 of student activities money for this
semester; that the leaders of Student
Association are aski ng for more than
$18,000 for next year (from the same fund)
s hows a la ck of good judgment.

Non-smOking members of the UMSL
co mmunity probably would be elated if
such an oas is were esta bli shed in the
Underground.
Fortunately, there is an area that could
be converted into a no- smOking area with
minimal inconveni ence to Underground
customers who smoke and those who wish
to eat with their smoki ng friend s.

It's important to remember that students st ill would not be exem pt from paying for this service. The average total'
revenue generated from parking fee s is
approximately $500,000 a year , and about
70 percent is derived fr om student parking
fees .

Parking revenu e is divided into the
Parking Lot Operations Account and the
Parking Improvements Accou nt, and both
justifiably could include _the Student
Escort Program as one of its expenditures . Since salaries for UMSL poli ce
officers are paid out of the Parking Lot
Operations Account, the same shoul d be
true with the Student Patrol members .
After all , they are serving basi cally the
same purpose as UMSL police- protecting those on campus. And it would seem the
Student Escort Program could be funded
by the Parking Improvements Account,
because it essentially is an improvement
in the parking situation at UMSL. This
account also has financed several special

Since students already pay a substantial
amo unt for parking privileges , they would
be contributing to the cost of the escort
programs . Students shou ldn't have to pay
extra from one account to pay for a program if the money they are contri buting to
another account is suffi cient to handle the
cost of the program.
Earl Swift, Student Association vice
president, believes the present parking
fees are too high . Students presently pay
$2 per credit hour of course work per

semester up to a maximum fee of$24. Vice
Chancellor of Administrative Services
John P. Perry has proposed that t he parking fee by linearized and the rate be
lowered to $1.75 per credi t 'hour up to a
maximum of $24 .50. Swift believes this
still is too high and that it should be
lowered to $1.35 per cr edi t hour.
Swift's effort in attempting to lower our
parking fees is commenda bl e. But even
with his vocal objections, Swift seemingly
is being ignored by Perry and has relatively no impact on the situation whatsnever. Consequently, the parking fee will
continue to generate more revenue than
some believe we need . And if stu dent
activities funds are used to finan ce the
escort program instead of parking revenue, students will end up paying more in
the long run .
Similar programs at other univ ersities
are financed by parking funds . Why not
here?

Commentary

Underground
should have
no-smoking
section
An area of the Underground should be
established as a no-smoking area.
One's dec ision to smoke or not to smoke
is not in question here; although numerous
studies have shown smoking to be damagingto a perso n's health , it is a decision that
should be left to each individual.
Unfortunately , smoking does not a{fect
,only the smoker. Those who inhale second:
ary smoke suffer many of the harmful
effects that the smol5er himself suffers.
Many private restaurants have shown
consideration toward their non-smoking
patrons; a small smoke-free area can be
an oasis in an ot herwise smoky room.

projects in the past; the escort program is
about as special a project as one could
offer.

There is , however, a logical alternative
that the organizers of the program
apparently refuse to consider. Parking
fees have generated enough money in the
past that a program such as this could be
funded with the revenue .

Circus act spoils Association 's meeting
Attending the Student Association
meeting last Sunday was like attending a
three-ring circus. Things evolved in much
the same manner. So many important
things happened in a very short time.
New members who were attending their'
first meeting appeared confused and
unsure of what was happening and exactly
what their role was at this meeting. Comments were heard from these members
like " What kind of things happen at these
meetings? " " Have you ever been to a Stu dent Association meeting before? Tell me
what usually happens " and, several times
throughout the meeting," What exactly
are we voting for?" The confusion and
. total uncertainty clearly could be seen on
the faces of new members as the time
came to actually cast their votes .
However , many of the issues voted on
from the floor received approval from the
assembly . Few opposing or abstention
votes were cast.

As one enters t he Und erground from the
University Center there is a n area to the
left, facing the north windows , that is
isolated from the rest of the Underground.
This would be an ideal no-s moking area.
Non-smokers , the University Center
management will quite likely find, will be
delighted to eat their meals there in
smoke-free peace.

However, the blame cannot be placed
totally on the new members. Reports ,
figures , slates of candidates, motions and
pOints of business were being fired at
them at such a rapid pace that it was no
wonder these new members had no idea of
what was going on. In addition to the v~r
bal abuse, the assembly members also
received six handouts which were packed
with facts , figures , slates and reports .
It was a miracle if these new members
didn't walk out of the meeting wondering
what they had just participated in. They
had no previous idea of what to expect , so
being hit from all sides with huge amounts
of information mu st have been like walk-

ing into a class and being handed a test
that you forgot about and did not study for .
The new members were expected to vote
intelligently after just seeing the issues
for the first time, and then only getting a
few minutes to review the issue before a
vote was taken. There was no cramming
for their big test.
The main attraction to the meeting was
the verbal exchange between Larry
Wines , Student Association president, and
Roland Lettner, Stud ent Assemby parliamentarian.
The
exchange
was
prompted when a list of six bylaws , which
already had been approved by a two-thirds
majority in previous meetings , was
brought up to the assembly in order to get
an exact hand count for the records. The
bylaws were presented to the assembly on
a sheet of paper. Time was given to read
them over and a vote would then be taken.
They were never read individually or discussed before the vote was conducted.
A pOint of order was brought up which
said that the normal procedure was to
read the bylaws as they now stand and then
vote on them at the next month's meeting.
However, this idea was not even considered by Wines and other members of
the executive committee. Assembly 'members were told that the bylaw changes
already had been approved, but that an
exact hand count was needed for the
record s.
Enter Roland Lettner. As Student
Assembly parliamentarian, Lettner tried
to pOint out to the executive committee
that the parliamentary procedure was to
give the assembly time to read the
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changes , think about them , and then vote
on them in the next meeting. He, as did
other members of the assembly , thought
this would be a good procedure to follow
since there were so many new members
present.
However, Lettner's suggestion was met
with hostility from Wines. Wines called
Lettner an obscenity and Lettner responded shortly thereafter with the same
obscenity attached to a sharp statement.
It took Barb Willis, Student Assembly
chairwoman, to step in and stop the duel
between Wines and Lettner.
The show presented to the audience was
uncalled for and had no place in an
assembly meeting. If personal differences exist between assembly members ,
they should be dealt with on a personal
basi s. At no time should other members of
the assembly be subjected to namecalling and pointed statements between
members . The attacks showed a total lack
of professionalism and were in total contradi ction of the example that is supposed
to be set by members of the executive
committee of the Student Association .
Even though this was the first meeting
of the semester, the whole meeting lasted
only an hour and a half. Information was
presented at s uch a rapid rate that, at
See " Commentary," page 5

Letters policy '
The Curre nt welcomes all letters to
the editor. All letters mu st be signed
and the writer's student number and
phone number must be included.
Non-students also must sign their lette rs, but only need to add their phone
number.
Names for published letters will be
withheld upon request, but letters with
which the writer's name is published
will receive first preference.
Responsibility for letters to the
editor belongs to the individual writer.
The Current is not responsible for controversial material in the letters, but
maintains the right to refuse publication of letters judged by the editorial
staff to be in poor taste.
Letters may be dropped off at the
Current offices, 1 Blue Metal Office
Building, or the University Center
Information Desk. They may also be
' mailed to Letters to the Editor,
Current, 1 Blue Metal Office Building,
8001 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis,
Mo. 63121.

--
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letters
Student perturbed by interruption
Dear Editor:
I am writing you in profound perturbance over a situation that is beginning'to
become a grim reality here at the UMSL
campus. Once again a group of considerate, well-meaning students gathered
to extend a clearer picture of the real
situation in America, the CFA, has been
revolti ngly interrupted by a radical leftist
commie pinko from the UMSL faculty.
We were just sitting there minding our
own business , painting swastikas on our
latest anti-communist posters when this
overtly rude teacher came in and started
talking about Russian children being
educated or something equally as unAmerican and insisting that we all quit
smoking in the name of national health
insurance or somet hing equally as
Marxist.
Well , it was easy to tell right off that th1s
professor was probably a member of the
KGB or a close friend of Fidel Castro or
both. He had a beard that actually came
down off his chin and besides, his hair
wasn't even parted on the side: I'd lay
money that he didn't even drive an

American-made car. I can't remember
what he said because I was so mad at him
for breaking in as he did . The rest of the
student body gathered there was equally
as upset, so much so that we had to
postpone the scheduled showing of a film
on the importance of strong government,
"The Life and Times of Generalissimo
Francisco Franco."
As I already stated, I was so angry that I
can't even remember what that socialist
Datsun driver said , but I'm sure it was
something to undermine our great cap,italist system or at least something demeaning about J . Edgar Hoover.
And' if you don 't print this letter to tell
all those communist faculty members to
stay clear of the CFA, I'm going to see what
I can do about putting you on our list of
sympathizers to the Red plague sweeping
our campus. Sure, Joe McCarthy is dead ,
but his spirit lives on, right here at the
CFA.
Thank you very much ,
name withheld by request

Says publish evaluations
Dear Editor:
Publishing faculty and course evaluations would not cause mass avoidance of
some classes and would probably help
students to blend more easily with the pro-.
fessor's style of teaching.
.
As a freshman , I chose many of my
course sections on word-of-mouth evaluations, which can be terribly one-sided . At
the end of the semester, evaluation questionnaires were passed out that contained
questions calling for comments rather
than yes/no answers .
This type of question may help students

to choose a teacher for other rt'asons than
whether he or she is a tough or easy
grader. For example, students who like an
outlined lecture with chances for review
could check for this in evaluation answers.
The comments would also be helpful for
students looking for a faster-paced class.'
Reading these things in a published
evaluation before entering the class
would result in students being more
evenly distributed and making better
grades.
Mary O'Mara

Argues against Student Patrol
issuing windshield flags
Dear Editor:
In response to last week's article about
the Student Patrol issuing windshield
flags to declare visible valuables or unlocked doors , I must compliment UMSL on
its stupidity and desire to provide babysitting services for mature college students and their cars.
The major disadvantage to this idea is
that your car becomes an easy ripoff
target , by advertising that there are
valuables in the car or that a door is unlocked . So whatever bad element is on our
campus , they just look for the " marked

Where is the

cars" to rip them off. Thanks to our Student Patrol.
I only hope these babysitters aren 't considering locking our doors for us , because
there are some major problem s. Like what
happens if the lock doesn't work right and
now yo u can't unlock the door. Will the Student Patrol pay for the repair? The second
major problem is what happens if they
open a door on a car with an alarm on it. It
could run the battery down. Who will take
responsibility? I know I haven 't given anyone permission to get in my car.
What about yo u?
Name withheld upon request

Ili~terbug

Dear Editor:
Does UMSL have a "litterbug patrol?"
The trash scattered on campus is a serious
problem that needs attention. Maybe a
patrol could be created to issue tickets to
litterbugs. like the Student Patrol.
The other reason I am writing is becau se of the congestion in the hallways of

patrol?1

SSB between classes. There is a nice size
population that insists on creating socia l
circles that blockade the natural flow of
traffic. Maybe these are the same incon. siderate people that litter.
The Tidy Bowl Lady

Commentary
from page 4

times, it was hard to even follow the
agenda that was passed out in the beginning. People were afraid to focus their
attention in more than one direction fearing that they may miss something.
Student government at UMSL is a very
serious issue. Students place their trust in
the student leaders to make decisions that
are in their bes( interest. But how can

students do this when the peopl e making
the decisions and approving new laws are
not even sure of what they are doing?
A lot of things transpired last Sunday in
a short period of time and thE: new members were treated to quite a show . But this
lis not the purpose of an assembly
meeting.
The curtain ha s come down . The show is
over. But there is no one calling for a
repeat performanc e of thi s show.
-Barb DePalma :

SAVEMONEY
COMING AND GOING
Save money on your way to school, and on your way home..
Each trip costs much less when you share a ride.
You also save wear and tearon your car, on gas and on repairs
and insurance.
Why spend extra money going to school, when you can save
just by sharing a ride!
For information on carpools and vanpools, contact the Commuter Student Services Advisor in the Office of Student
Activities, 250 University Center, 553-5536.
Bi-State Transit bus schedules and directories are available
at the Information Desk, University Center, 553-5148.
•
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didyouknow • • •

By Sue Rell

· .. that the Newman House , located at 8200 Natural Bridge, is a
living, worshipping, searching, loving, presence of the Catholic
Church at UMSL. People of all faiths are welcome to attend . Mass
is held every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at noon; every Tuesday and Thursday at 12:30 p.m. and every Sunday at 8 p.m. The
Renew program meets from Feb. 13 to March 26 in 266 University
Center on Monday from 1 to 2 p.m .; Tuesday from 11 :30 a.m . to
12 :30 p.m. ; Wednesday from 12 to 1 p.m .; Thursday from 11 a.m. to
noon; and Friday from 10 to 11 a.m .
· .. that the Baptist Student Union is open to all UMSL students.
They meet on Thursdays at 10 a.m . at 7940 Natural Bridge, the first
house west of the music building. Also " Friday Love ," is hel d at
7:30 p.m. at Immanuel Baptist Church, 10360 Old Olive Street
Road. For more information, contact Tana Clement, cam pus
minister, at 535-5 656 .
· .. that the Wesley Foundation is the United Met hodist ministry
that coo perates with Newman House and Baptist Student Union in
providing occasional ec umeni cal r eligious events on campus .
Bible stu dy is underway on Thursd ay at 1:30 p.m. in Room 156
Uni versity Center. The Bible stu dy is open to all persons who wish
to attend . For more information about other Wesley Foundation
events, contact Don DeNoon at the Normandy United Methodist
Church, 385-3000.
· . . that there are onl y 15 more days until spring break, whi ch
officially begins at the close of classes on March 18. (Current Staff:
There is only one more edition before spring break . . . t hen two
weeks off.)
· .. that an UMSL staffer has covered more than 600 ,000 miles in
the co urse of his e mpl oyment. Ralph Orr, courier driv er for UMSL
since the summer of 1968 , retired earlie r this month . Except for a
brief peroid when he was assigned to the mailroom , Orr made th e
trip to Colum bi a five times a week, delivering and picking up mail
for the Rolla, UMC and Kansas City cam puses.
· .. that 5 percent to 25 percent of the female population, ages 1835 is affected by the binge-purge syndrome (bulemia) . Bulemia is
an eating disorder in which a large amount of food is consumed
followed by forced vomiting. A bulemia sup port group for those
who are tryi ng to cope with this problem is being formed at the
Counseling Service. For more information ca ll 553-5711 .

Teaching awards available
Faculty, staff, students and
alumni are asked to submit
nominations for t he 1983
AMOCO Outstanding Teaching Awards by noon Monday,
March 28 ..
Nomination forms can be
picked up at the University
Center Information Desk, the
Office of Student Life, and the
lobby of the· Education Office
the
South
Building on
(Marill ac) campu s. Forms
also can be received through
stud ent organizations and
academic advisers. After the
forms are com pleted, they
must be put in an envelope
and submitted to Ruth Jenkins , chairwoman of the
AMOCO Award Co mmittee.
Her office is located in Room
214 Education Office Building.

Sun., Mar. 6, 10 AM. Sissy HeSsler:

"TOUGH LOVE"
11 A.M . - DR .
SHELDON ACKLEY

"ON BECOMING
UNIQUE"
9001 Clayton Road

from page 3

co unselors ." We can use more
~ounselors , but there's no money
fo r expansion," Vails said. " A few
years ago , the CAD had more
counselors than today , but we
have to work within certain
financial gui<,lelines ."
Students utilize special services to discuss the academic
problems they encounter in
classrooms. " In the process of
seeking academic advice, students complain about classroom
probl ems
with
professors ,
among many other problems ,"
sa id Vails . She said the three
major probl ems students compl ain about are unfair grading,
large classes , and the unavailab ility of professors and instructors.

Arns------~----------------~~---writing to legislators in support
of UMSL.

_for the university in the community. It lets the community
know what a good institution
this is ."

In the future , Arns would like
to see the Alumni Association
become a stronger influence in
t he community as far as promoting the university. " Our greatest
salespeople are the people who
have gone to this university ,"
Arns said. :'The Alumni Association acts as a kind of spokesman

He said that the univ ersity has
many needs. " There are a lot of
people in the Alumni Association
who can help us achieve our goals
and objectives," Arns said. He
pointed to the assistance alumni
can give UMSL through the state
legislature. " A lot of people out
there know .state legisl ato rs ,"

from page ',

ETHICAL SOCIETY
A Libe ral Religious Fellowship
of Ethical Huma nists

The awards recognize excellence in und ergrad uate
teaching, which is defined to
include advising and co unseling as well as classroom perfo rm ance. Innovations and
research which foster good
teac hing also are seen as relevant. Eligibility is limited to
regular full-time faculty at
the ranks of assistant professor , associate professor
and professor. Faculty members who have won the award
in the past seven years are
eligible in 1983. Two awards,
eac h carrying a $1 ,000 prize
will be given.
Nominators, in addition to
the r eq uired form , also must
submit a letter describing
why the candidate is deserving of the ·award.

CAD--

Arns said. " They can influence
them. They can speak in positive
terms abo ut the university and
make t hem feel as good about the
university as they do ." .
Arns said he wants to see the
association become a more viable asset to the university. " It's
m y job to act as kind of a liaison
between them and the university ,
helping them in any way that I
ca n to be spokespeople for the
university ," he said.

UNIVE RS ITY PLAYER S PRESE fn

THINK YOU 'RE

A MIDSUMM f= R I'JIGH-j ' S CREAM

PREGNANT?

BY WILLIAf 1SrlAKESPEARE

WILL IT BE A PROBLEM?

MARCH 3-6,1983
For FREE conf id e ntial testing & help
ca ll
Greater St. Louis Area
Ballwin Branch
Cave Springs Branch

962-5300
227- 2266
447- 9300

991-0955

~ .

UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD
presents

Tom

Deluca,
Mentalist, Comedian and

Hypnotist

,

1/ I

/.

\-ll '

I t ~ ': \ - I '

~

.\ .

FRIDAY, MA~CH 11 (8:00pm)
SUMMIT LOUNGE
$ 3 UMSL Students
$ 4 General Public
Cover charge indudes unlimited
refreshments! I
Advance tickets at U. Center Information
Desk-Limited Quantities!!

8PM

BENTON HALL THEATRE (1 05)

$ 2 GENERAL ADMISSION , STUDENTS $1
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featuresL_a_r~ts_.________
Chuck
chooses
to cheat

DeLucaaims
to hypnotize
UMSLcrowd
Sharon Kubatzky
features/arts editor

Bob Kent felt as if he were
dreaming. The UMSL junior was
virtually unaware of the crowds
of laughing people around him ;
he heard only the relaxing voice
and the music playing. As the
voice instructed hi m, Ke nt began
danci ng. Then he began to take
off his clothes.
Kent was be ing hypnoti zed
during t he Tom DeLu ca show at
UMSL last spring. DeLu ca , wh o
received a great res ponse fr om
students at USML after last
year 's s how, will make his
se cond appearance on campus on
Frid ay evening, Mar ch 11 in the
Summit lounge.
Kent said he wasn't scared
about the hypnosis. " I had always
wanted to be hypnotiz ed," he
said. " I figured , here's my
chan ce to try it. "
DeLu ca's progra m is di vid ed
into two parts. The first segment
is a parody of extrasensory perception (ESP) called " BSP" (the
promotional flyer invites the
reader to " figure it out").
" I'm not a psychic and I don't
know anyone who is ," DeLuca
said in a phone interview from
the University of Georgia, where
he had just finished a show.
" Psychics say they can read
people's minds . But it's just a
trick. The first part of the show is
a parody of that. "
The second segment is a hypnosis show, in which random
volunteers from the audience are
hypnotized by DeLuca.
DeLuca, who holds a master's
degree in psychology , got involved with hypnotism while
working for a specialist in hypnosis for weight and cigarette
problems. He later started doing
shows like the one at UMSL to
supplement his income. "The
format for the show as it is now
came about in the fall of 1981 ," he
said.
DeLuca, 29 , made the change
from therapy to stage shows six
years ago . He said it was a " con;scious motivated decision. "

Ij ust got contact lenses. Pretty
exciting, huh? Well it was' in my
opthamologist's office that I
spotted a book about refractions
and lenses. Thus came the name
of my weekly column, which has
somet hing to do with odd views
on things . Things like cheating.

" You make decisions like that
based on yo ur economic status
and your peace of mind ," he sa id.
" Fortunately I had gotten into
something I liked - hypnos is.
What I di dn't like abo ut therapy
was being in an office all day ,
hearing people talk about t he
same problems. It was very depress ing. It just was n't making
m e ha ppy."
But he said he likes thi s ty pe of
work better. "It fits the natur e of
my pe rsonality," he sa id.

"I didn't like being in
an offic'e all day ...
it was very
depressing.
(Touring) fits the
nature of my
personality. "
-Tom DeLuca

The hypnosis segment of the
show , DeLuca said , looks very
unusual and different. " It 's an
involvement with the imagination," he said . "The imagination
,becomes stronger than the logic. "
He added that when a person is
hypnotized , he blocks out his
conscious defenses and confusion and creates a channel to his
subconscious mind .
Kent said that he was hypnotized twice by DeLuca. " He
had me take off some of my
clothes," he said . " He also did an
age regression, and had me
dreaming about how I was when I
was four years old."
Last year's DeLuca show was
the· most heavily attended daytime event sponsored at UMSL,
according to Curt Watts , assistant director of Student Life.
''I'm somewhat of a skeptic, or
rather I used to be," Watts said of
the hypnosis act. " How he does it,
I'm not sure. But he does it. "

refractions
Gary Belsky

UNCLE TOM WANTS YOU: Tom Deluca will bring his " SSP"
and hypnosis show to UMSl on Friday, March 11 , 8 p.m. in the
Summit lounge. It will be his second appearance here in as
many years.

Watts sCj id that last spring
DeLuca used the method of a
posthypnoti c suggestion. For
instance, DeLuca would tell the
volunteer that when he said the
word ' " red" the hypnotized person would return to the stage and
begin performing some specific
activity . The person was then
sent back into the audience , and ,
Watts said , would insist that he
hadn't been hypnotized. Yet
when DeLuca said " red " the person would return to the stage and
begin the activity .
Watts referred to the Kent
episode in which DeLuca had
Kent removing some of his
. clothes in front of the audience.
Watts said DeLuca stopped Kent
when he got " far enough."
" It's not embarrassing stuff,
but it's funny ," Watts said. " Even
under hypnosis you won't do anything you're morally opposed to."
. DeLuca and Watts both noted
that while Friday's show will
have some of the elements that

"How he does it,
I'm not sure. But
he does it."
-CurtWatts

last year's did , it will not be simply a repeat. DeLuca said he continually revises the material for
the show. He added that he has
been touring since August, and
will present his s how at some 200
colleges this year.
Tickets for the Tom DeLuca
show are $3 for UMSL students
and $4 for the public; ticket price
includes unlimited soda and
snacks. The show will begin Cjt 8
p.m. in the Summit lounge .
Limited tickets are available and
may be obtained at the Information Desk in the University
Center.

Novak's 'Dream' may be a surprise
Frank Russell
assistant features/ arts editor

When the opening night crowd
sits down to " A Mid summer
Night's Dream" tonight, it may
be in for a surpris e.
The William Shakespeare
drama, according to the play's
text, is traditionally set in
ancient
Greece .
Character
names like Demetrius, Helena or
Titania may sound strange elsewhere .
Nonetheless , director David
Novak of the Theatre Project
Company has decided to set the
University Players' production
of the play in the Appalachian
woodlands of the late 18th century, taking advantage of the
possibilities in the meeting of
pioneer characters and American
Indians.

"There is a [possible] native
American element in the play ,"
Novak said.
Shakespeare's use of Greek
mythology in " A Midsummer
Night's Dream" can be easily
Shifted to the American Indian
religion, instead . "Thel'e is little
conflict between the concept and
the text , " he said .
Novak said that the native and
pioneer American vein of his
adaptation gives the playa more
earthy, sensually spiritual sense.
Even so, he said there is nothing terribly unusual about his
adaptation. " What we're doing
here is not necessarily innovative," Novak said.
Shakespeare, he said, is often
adapted in non-traditional ways.
It is interesting for the audience,
he said , to be exposed to different

angles , different interpretations
of the play.
Novak has been with the
Theatre Project Company for
five years . He has been active
with writing and directing, he
said , especially in the company's
children's theater program.
He also has appeared as
Hamlet in the company's production of " Hamlet," has filled other
acting and directing roles and
has served as a troubleshooter in
other areas .
" What we do at Theatre Project
Company," he said, "is to give the.
fewest nuinber of people- the
greatest number of jobs." That
allows the members of the company, he said, to gain experience,
as well as to earn a living wage.
T\:Ie Theatre Project Company
also has an artists-in-residence

affiliation with the speech communications department. Through
this program , company members Courtney Flanagan and
John Grassili teach theater
classes at UMSL, and other company artists , as is the case with
Novak and " A Midsummer
Night's Dream," often work with
University Players productions.
The play is presented tonight,
tomorrow, Saturday and Sunday
in the Benton Hall Theatre, 105
Benton HalL
The cast includes Greg Barnes
as Lysander, Maureen Corbett as
Hermia, Ray Fanning as Oberon,
Jan Ryder as Helena, Tom Simmons as Theseus and Pam
Uru·b uru as Titania.
Curtain rises at 8 p.m. each
,night; tickets are $2 for the
general public and $1 for students with an UMSL ID.

My friend Chuck and I were
ta lki ng recently . Chuc k is a
br ight fellow bu t fund amenta lly
lazy . That's differ ent t ha n inher e ntly lazy beca use if yo u're
inh er ently lazy yo u'r e born t hat
way and if yo u're fund ame nta ll y
lazy yo u choos e to be th at way.
Neverth eless, des pite his lazi ness, Chu ck does r easonably well
in coll ege , I asked him how he
m anages t hat. "I cheat," he
answered. " What do yo u mean
you cheat?" I as ked. " You kn ow ,"
sa id Chu ck. " I st ea l answers
fr om ot her peopl e,"
" I know what cheati ng is,
Chu ck." I s ighed, ,. I'm just s urpri sed yo u get away with it. " "It's
ea sy," my fri end sai d. " You just
have to be sma rt,'·
I laughed, " Bu t Ch uck. if
you 're smart , why do yo u have to
che at?" "Goo d qu est ion." he
chirp ed. ,. I cheat because it's
more challenging than studying."
I as ked for an exampl e. Chu ck
began to lecture and I began to
take notes.
" You have to be cr eative ,"
Chuck began. " Once I had a m ath
professor who all owed us to chew
gum in class. It was n't unu s ual
for me to go throu gh an entire
pack in one period .
" As the final exam approached
I realized that I didn't know any
of the theorems or formulas. But
I didn't panic. I remembered my
pack of Wrigley's . By the day of
the exam I had alreil dy opened
each stick of gum , written every
formula on the inside wrappers ,
repacked them and stuck them
. back inside the pack." At this
point Chuck started laughing, "I
even had the sticks of gum in
alphabetical order. The professor never suspected a thing."
I was impressed with this tale
but still very confused. " Chuck,
this is all well and good but isn't it
just a little unethical or immoral ?"
Now Chuck got angry . " I'll tell
you 'w hat's immoraL It's immoral that from fourth grade and
up the whole educational systeI?
in this country is geared for performance on tests and exams and
not for true academics . So all I do
is give them what they want. A's
on tests ."
He continued . " Since eighth
grade I've had about 240 exams.
I'm being generous when I say
that 30 of them tested me on what
I really learned in class. The rest
simply tested how well I study for
tests . It was clearly a case of the
ends justifying the means. So I
cheat. "
At this point I remembered that
one of Chuck's two majors is
,political science so I asked him ·
how he cheats on 'ess y tests .
"Don't be so naive, Gary . You
don't have to cheat on essay tests
in political science. All you have
- to do is bullshit. "
See "Chuck," page 10
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Active college life pays oH fOT Marly Hendin
Ken Eckert
reporter

Upon touring the St. Louis
Baseball Hall of Fame Gift Shop
at Bu sc h Memorial Stadium, one
cannot help but be impressed by
the magnificent assortment of
souvenirs and memorabilia contained within. There is , however ,
one room in Stadium Plaza that
has an even more impressive and
admirable collection of baseball
paraphernalia. That room is the
office of Marty Hendin , UMSL
graduate and director of promoti ons for the St. Louis base:"all Cardi na ls.

--

Upon entering Hendin's office
one is astounded to see lined
from wall to wall his proud
collectio n of photographs featuring him with the likes of Carol
Ro salyn
Carter,
Channing,
Ronald Reagan, David Hartmann
and , of co urse, " Fred bird the
Redbird ." Also covering the
office walls ar e album covers
autographed by Donny and Marie
.Osmonti and Olivi a Newton John ;
Ipennan ts; bumper stickers ; beer
mugs; calendars; plaques; decals;
helmets; and scale mod e ls of the
Anheu ser -Busch
Clydesdales
and the Busch blimp.
Rendin is an UMSL al umnu s
and former Current sports editor,
as well as former president of the
UMSL Pep Club. He noted that
landing the position with the Cardinals was a matter of being in
the right place at the right time.
"I was covering the Cardinal
games in feature articles for
UMSL, and Jerry Lovelace, then
the director of public relations ,
was good enough to make me the
offer of assistant director of
public relations when there was
an opening in 1973," Hendin
said.
Rendin was named director of
promotions in 1978, the position
he now holds.

Sharon Kubatzky

CARDINAL CONTEMPLATION: Marty Hendin, director of
promotion for the St. Louis baseball Cardinals, has an office not
unlike the Hall of Fame - filled with Cardinal memorabilia. An

"While my friends
were in class
learning about
things, I was out
doing them."
- Marty Hendin

As director of promotions he
deals mostly in special events
and activities revolving around
Cardinal games, such as giveaways, ladies ' -senior citizens'family nights, speaking engagements , highlight films and Fredbird , whom he helped develop .
"I've taken him under my wing,
so to speak." he said.
A gradu ate of University City
High School, Hendin originally
came to UMSL with the intention
of majoring in business administration and transferring to the
University of Missouri at Columbia. However, after becoming
involved on campus with Pep
Club and the Current, he fell in
love with UMSL and deci ded to
stay.

In high school he had a strictly
regulated schedule and was not
used to the independence. of a
college schedule. " I had a onehour break and I thought I would
die because I didn't know what I
would do with myself," he
laughed . "Then after I started
getting involved I had a fo ur-hour
break and it wasn't enough."
His involvement at UMSL did
have an effect on what he eventually ended up dOing. He feels
that with a B.A. in American hi story and a " kind of minor" in
·American literature that he
received about as well-rounded

an education as one can receive .
The biggest thing he regrets he
didn't do, and recommends to
anyone getting into his field , is to
do as much public speaking as
possiblE".
One of the major things that he
liked about UMSL was being able
to talk to the deans and being on a
first-name basis with many of
the administrators. At a time
when UMSL had an enrollment of
less than half that of UMC, he
liked being able to be, " a big fish
in a small pond. I couldn't have
done that at Mizzou.
" While my friends were in
class learning about things, I was
out doing them ," he added .
In addition to being president
of Pep Club, sports editor of the
Current and going to school full
time, Hendin also was a stringer
for the North County Journal
covering UMSL and high sc hool
sports and worked for St. Luke's
(now St. Luke's East) Hospital
through the placement office at
UMSL. He said that he feels t hat
getting involved on campus is
very important. While at UMSL,
he fought the battle of students
racing out to home or work after
their last class .

UMSL graduate, Hendin got his start in promotions at UMSL as
president of the Pep Club and spent several years at the
Current as sports editor.

Some of his fondest memories
at UMSL were those of his
relationships with his cohorts at
the Current. Ironically many of
their careers are not in their
degree areas . Mike Olds , his best
friend , is now employed at the
Suburban News Bureau. Olds and
Hendin participated in each
others'
weddings .
Richard
Dagger, who was editor, is now an
assistant professor of political
science at Arizona State University. Doug Sutton, news and
sports editor, is now with a
foreign language business in
Munich, Germany. And finally
Ken Knarr, former business
manager, married another member of the Current staff and is
now with the U.S. Forest Service
in Alburquerque , N.M. Whenever
any of them are back in St. Louis ,
they all drop what they are doing
and get together.
Now a resident of Creve Coeur,
Rendin likes to read, watch
television, watch sports and
spend time with his wife Ronna

and son Robbie, who just celebrated his sixth birthday last
month .
In the two years following his
graduation he was two-term president and also vice president of
the UMSL Alumni Board. In
those two years he never missed
a home basketball game , but then
he became so involved with the
Cardinals that he no longer could
continue. Now he really appreciates it when he is able to attend
their games and said he's
"thrilled to pieces that t hey are
goingto the playoff tournament. I
remember when UMSL won the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division 2 championship when I was there (197172) with Chuck Smith as the
coach."
Hendin sai d that he is glad to
see that UMSL is "getting there";
that its people are doing well and
the school is well-respected.
See " Hendin," page 10

Help Wanted

A CLEARLY REFRESHING
OPPORTUNITY
For Business/Marketing Students

Gain Valuable Business Experience Promoting

LIKE • 7 UP
We need an outgoing , hard-working Campus Representative to :
• promote the sale and consumpt ion of 7 UP
products on campus
• coordinate promotional activities and special
events with campus groups

Please Excuse The Inconveniences While We Remodel
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Tues.-Sat.

THURSDAYS
Ladies' Night
9 p.m. - 12 p.m.
$1 cover

This is an excellent opportun ity to gain practical , careeroriented experience representing a major company.
Sophomore or Jun ior preferred . If you think this opportunity is clearly for you , write:

9 p.m.- 1 a.m.

FRIDAYS
UMSL Special
Feature Drink
2' for 1 noon - 6 p.m.
with UMSL 10

THE SEVEN-UP BOTTLING COMPANY
Department 251 • Box 27862
SI. Louis, Missouri 63141

8911 Natural Bridge Rd.

One mile west of campus

Hiring Equally Today
Promoting Equally
. ._

To. m.
orr.ow_ _

~~
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Kammergild group
to perform English
chamber concert
The Kammergild Chamber
Orchestra will present "An
English Evening" of music at the
St. Louis Art Museum Auditorium
on Sunday , March 13, at 8 p.m.
Music director Lazar Gosman
will conduct the program which
will feature Seth Carlin of the
Washington University music
department playing J.C. Bach 's
Piano Concerto No. 2 in D Major,
Opus 13 . Also included in the program will be G.F . Handel's Concerto Grosso in E minor, Opus 6,
No. 10; Chacony in G minor by
Henry Purcell; Serenade in E
minor, Opus 20 by Sir Edward
Elgar; and Benjamin Britten's
Simple Symphony.
Carlin has appeared as soloist
with the Boston Pops and the St.

Louis Symphony, and has been
invited to appear at the Marlboro
Music Festival and the Festival
of Two Worlds in Spoleto , Italy.
He has recorded for Titanic
records and appeared on French,
Swedish and German national
television and radio.
Gosman is artist-in-residence
at UMSL and performing artist
and professor of violin and chamber music at the State University
of New York at Stony Brook.
Tickets for the concert are $8
and $5 , with a limited number of
$3 tickets available for students
and senior citizens. Tickets may
be obtained by calling 553-5991
or 553- 5980. Telephone orders :
are accepted.

Magazine seeking works
Th e UMSL Student Literary
Magazin e is now acce pti ng s ubm iss ions for a publi cation to be
released nex t fall .
Poetry, prose, artwork, bl ack
and white photogra phs , and
stories of not more than 2,500
words may be placed in the
organization's mailbox on the
second floor of the University
Center. Two copies of each
manuscript should be submitted .
Submissions cannot be returned ,
but rights wiII revert back to the
owner upon publication.

Th e organization meets in
Room 155 Uni ve r s ity Center
each Friday at 2 p.m . Anyo ne
interested in working on t he
m agazine as editors , proofreaders , layout artists or business persons may attend .
Members of the group also are
seeking writers to start a writers
organization to meet once or
twice monthly .
For more information about
the magazine or the writers'
group , call Linda Belford at 8320926.

HYPNOSIS
Get What You Want Out Of Life!!
Individual Sessions
by
Appoint ments

521-4652

Self HypnOS IS
Tapes Available

Clark Bums - Clinical Hypnotherapist

T h ey' re h ere

..
}f~? ~~

MARCH 4 &5

7 :30 & 10:00 p.m.
101 Stadler : Hall

$ 1 w/ UMSL St ud e n t 1. 0 .

$ 1'.50 Gener al Pub lic

Streep considers her choices
I recently spoke with Meryl Streep in New
York City, where she lives with her husband,
Don Gummer, a well-known sculptor, and their
two-and-a-half-year-old son, Henry. She is a
warm, honest person who quickly puts those in
her presence at ease. We talked about her
college education, her recent leap to stardom,
and her latest film , " Sophie's Choice," for which
she is likely to win her second Academy Award.

film
Steve Kl e arm an

.. A lot of people had a lot of chances to give me
a really quality education and I just missed it,"
said Streep , referring
to
her college
experience. " If I had it to do all over again, I
would pay so much attention. I took mainly
drama courses , and I really wish I'd gotten a
more broadly based education. I'm not sure how
much a broadly based education plays a part in
being a really good actor-it can't hurt. But it
does playa part in being a good human being and
a responsi ble citizen, which is much more
important t han being a good actor."
Str eep was born and r a ised in New J er sey. Her
fat her wo rks for a pha rmace utical compa ny, and
her mother is a comme r cial a r tist. After fiv e
yea rs of voice lessons, whi ch involved weeke nd
trips to New York throughout high school. s he
entered Vassar College as a musi c major.
. " I was in musicals in high school ," said
Streep. " I wanted to sing. I wanted to have a lot of
boyfriends- that was the main thing. Then, I
wanted to get into a good college, not because I
wanted to study, God knows . I got into a good
college and I didn't know what to do , so I majored
in music. I didn't know anything about music and
there were all these musical prodigies there . I
found I was in the wrong department. "
By her senior year of college, Streep had con- '
eluded that theater was where her true talent
lay . She entered Yale Drama School on a
scholarship and in three years managed to win
parts in six of the seven plays presented by the
Yale Repertory Company.
" When I decided to apply to drama school , I
wrote for applications for Juilliard, Northwes- I
tern and Yale ," said Streep. "This was 1972.
Juilliard sent their app1ication, and their
application fee was $40 plus $15 for an audition. I
was making $48 a week at the time, so I sent back
a naughty note. Yale sent me an application and
the whole thing was 12 bucks , so I sent it back and
they let me in and gave me a scholarship."
After Yale, Streep's career advanced rapidly.
In 1979 , four years out of graduate school , she
had roles in " The Seduction of Joe Tynan," with
Alan Aida; in " Manhattan," with Woody Allen;
and in " Kramer vs. Kramer," with Du stin
Hoffman- three of the biggest movies of the
yea r . With success came publi city-a nd m or e
publicity. St r eep said t ha t s he really doesn't
mind t he pu blicity very m uc h, but s he does feel
it's all a bit a bsu rd. She made it clear t hat
Hollywood is one of the last places she would
ever want to be.
"On a scale of huge ordeals, the publicity is
not a huge ordeal, but I don't have a moment
that's unself-conscious," she said. "As an
actress , I have to be able to observe peopl e, and
if everybody is sitting around the room looking
at me, I can't look at them. The publicity is OK,
because I bought it, but for my family it sucks.
My brothers are trying to lead normal lives. It's
hard for them, and it's not fair. My husband has
an easier time because he lays low and he has a
different name. I don't tell people to write what
they write, but that's what sells magazines. All

-'

ENIGMATIC: Meryl Streep stars as Sophie
in the current film " Sophie's Choice." She
has been nominated for an Academy Award
for her role in the film.
the publicity wiII go away , though- it's the truth .
The movies will stay."
According to Streep, the way movies are
viewed by society has changed-for the worse. " I
think that movies are our new religion or something," she said . " Each new movie is the coming
of the new Messiah. There should be room for
movies that are just movies."
Most of her movies , however, are not "just
movies ." Her latest film , " Sophie's Choice,"
directed by Alan Pakula, has been nominated for
five Academy Awards . Many believe that Streep
will win in the best actress category. I asked her
why she wanted to play Sophie. " Are you kidding
me?" she replied . " I can't think of a part in the
last 20 years that comes close to it. There have
been tragic characters in movies , but what I like
about Sophie is that she has this great, throbbing
appetite for life . It's a vital part. "
Just how did she get the part?
" When I was making 'The French Lieutenant's
Woman ,' Alan Pakula asked me if I would be
interested in the role . I said , 'Well , please send
me the script.' He said , .Welt, I can't do that you 're concentrating. ' I said , 'Interrupt me.
Send it. ' He s a id, 'Well , I'm not ready to s end yo u
a s cript just yet. ' I as ke d, 'Wh at are you say ing?
Are you say ing that I s hould do the m ovie
without s e e ing t he scr ipt?' He told m e to com e
over and he'd tell m e a bout it. I said , ' I can't say
I'll do it wi thout read ing somet hi ng.' He told me
he' d look elsewhere.
"A year goes by . A year and a half goes by. My
agent s neaks around and gets a copy of the
script. I read it and was ready to kill myself
because t he part was so good." She contacted
Pakula an d convinced him she was r ight for the
part. Streep has just finished "Silkwood," the
story of Karen Silkwood , directed by Mike
Nichols, and she is expecting her second child
this summer. Is she interested in being the
auteur in future projects? " No. I'm the mother in
my house," Streep said. " I love to go home from
work and just forget it all. Plus, I don't know how
you really act when you're thinking about how
much money you're, going to get out of it. "

"YOU'RE PREGNANT!"

Get caught up
in the CURREN T

How t hese words make you feel IS very Important
If you feel blessed-get p'enatal care early and have a hNlthy,
happy pregna ncy .
If, however, you feel there IS a problem tn carrytng your pregnancy to
term, call and talk it over With one of our counselors, or make an appoi ntmen t for coumeltng here In the cli n IC .
We are the oldest. most experienced name tn problem pregna!,cy
cou nsel ing and v utpat lent abor t ion servICes tn the M idwest.

' /

5:00- 9:00

N TilE SUMMIT LOUNGE

NOW 3 LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU !

O",IZO A •

~

reproductive
health services

for HAIR

SHAMPOO
STYLE CUT &
BLOW DRY

Doctor's Bu ild ing, 2nd Floor
100 Nort h Eucltd at West Ptne,
(4 blocks north or Barnes Hospital)

5t lOUIS , MO 63108
(314) 367-moo
(collect calls accepted)
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Hendin--------~---------------------------As for the Cardinals, he is very
excited about the new season and
thinks t he club will be as good as
last year. He said he feels some
of the hitters didn't do a;; well as
they could hav e last year and that
when they start coming around
the team will be better than ever.
Plus , he feels their yout h is in

their favor and that,' " Whitey
(Herzog) is still the best. " Having won the World Series, he feels
that t he Cardinals will receive
better coverage by the networks
and will fair better in all-star
balloting, particularly in the
American League where the fans
will vote more from knowing the
name than from actually following t he players ' performances.
When questioned about the

re cent Caravan tour, Hendin responded that the fans everywhere he went were just s uper
and that their response was
phenomenaL Be cause of the
overwhelming fan response, he
said, his office is behind in many
of the new seaso n's promotions ,
but they will get caught up and
there will probably be more special events this year than ever
before.

Chuck-----------------------from

page

7

This was incredible. I had to
say something. "C huck , do you
mean to say that you haven't
learned a thing since eighth
grade?"
Chuck smiled. " I never said
that. Sure I've learned . I just
learn what I want to learn and I
think cheating is one of thevalu-

able things I've learned . Personally I think they should offer a
bachelor's degree in it. "
I thought of the possibilities.
Courses such as Cribnotes 101 ,
and Signals 230 , and Seminar in
Plagiarism. On an introductory
level they could teach cheating
excuses. Imagine presenting
such famous lin es as " I didn 't
know the book was open to exactly the right page" or " I wasn 't

looking at her paper. I was just
stretching my neck."
Chuck liked my idea . I asked
him if he wasn't worfled that this
would tarnish UMSL's reputation. He said he didn't care about
UMSL's reputation." List en," he
said, " I have no respect for any
university that has m e as a
student. .,

One project that Hendin is
extremely happy about is the new
right field score board that is
being installed with a sup er
video scr een. " Now when [shortsto pl Ozzie Smith makes a great
play , the fans can see it live and
on the replay; that will be exciting! " Also , the board can be used
to show special ~ighlight films
and tapes during intermissions.
While he said that winning the
World Series is certain ly the
major highlight of his career, he
is by no means without his other
pleasant experiences with the
Cardin als. In his illustrious career he has been directly involved
with many of the records and
highlights of Lou Brock, Bob Gibson and many more Cardinal
greats . He also has rubbed elbows with suc h personalities as

Lou Rawls an d Toni Tenille, and
at one game escorted Barbara
Mandrell.
Naturally, no one is perfect;
though. Hendin was given the
" Dumb Award " from KSDK's
John Auble for giving away
25 ,000 gym bags with a typographical error say ing " rdinal "
instead of "C ardinaL " Pitcher
Bob Forsch kidded him about it,
but he responded with his usual
pleasant sense of humor. " At
least my mistakes don't end up in
the bleachers. "
When Opening Day rolls
around on April 5, and the team
receives its World Series rings,
Hendin will definitely be there
and will reluctantly retire his
UMSL class ring. " I've been loyal
to it for 13 years ," he noted , " but
now I'm going to trade it in ,"

I understood. And I laughed.

IF YOU HAVE A FLAIR FOR FASHION . ..
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED · Cost is about the same as a semester in a
U.S. college. $3. t 89. Price includes jet round trip to Seville Irom New
York , room , board, and tuition complete Government grants and loans
available lor eligible students.

Live w ith a Spanish family, iittend classes four hours a day , tour days a
week, four months. Earn 16 hrs. 01 credIt (equivalent to 4 semesterstaught in U.S. colleges over a two year time span). Your Spanish
sludies will be enhanced by opportunities npt available In a U.S. class·

room . Standardized tests show our students' .language sk ills superior
to students completing two year programs in U.S. Advanced courses
also.

Hurry. it takes a lot 01 time to make all arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER - Feb. 1 . June 11 FALL SEMESTER - Sepl . 10 ·
Dec . 22 each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED · A program 01 Trinily Christian College.

Sybil 's is for you . Use your fashion talent to help others select fine
jewelry and fragrances. Generous commission and bonuses for parttime or full -time efforts.
To learn more about the extra income, independence and growth
potential Sybil's off ers, phone 426-21 00.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
For full information-write to :

2442 E. Collier S.E., Grand Rapids , Mich igan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

Personals
Calling ALL GIRLS' I'm a 22-year-old
freshman just out of the Navy. I've
had wom en on every continent. Now
I' m looking for some Midwest
" action." I'm hot! Please respo nd!
J. Khlor.
alias "The California
Kid"
IBM, I still have the coat and t he
truck. But I dropped the D.P. class.
However, I'd be happy to try an d give
you so me pointers on your software.
Meet me Tuesday in the Underground for a cup of coffee.
RW.
Dear Spiderwoman,
Love that trench coat and purple
hightops when will we meet in the
stairwell again?
Signed Whip-it
Dear Nutcase (MJR):
I am age 19. height 5' 8" with proportions in the right places. I also
have two eyes but mine are blue. I
am a sophomore and my major is
Philosophy. I enjoy males with BIG
personalities and I am looking
forward to some DEEP thought
w ith you .
. Signed FAC
Dear Mary,
I saw you at the Sig Tau party
Friday night! What was your phone
numbe~ .. 867 - 5309?
Dear Hot Pants (Hot For You).
Let's melt the elasti c in our underwear togethe~
PBJ
P.S.: Forget the underwear. lei's see
what else we can melt. - .
Dear MJR;
If you are wh o I think you are, I am
staring at you as I am writ ing th is response. You're always in the Summ it
playing Moon Cresta with your tall
friend. I think I love you! I am 19 years
old, 5' 5W' tall, I we igh 110 Ibs., have
shoulder-length hair. blue eyes, and I
have a 35-24 - 34 figure. It should be
next to your bod!
Love Stimulated Response
Brinda,
I like you much more than you
could ever imagine. If I told you in person I' m afra id that I would lose you.
You don't want to get attached
because you' re going to NEMO in the
fall. I don'twantto lose you in the time
we have left together because I am
attached TWO YOU!
Love, Your Markie
"The Dark"

Weed: " Let's get tangled up togethe r?"
Ambitious Mermaid
Dear Ruthie: What a great time I had
with you, Frieda. and those other
" LEZBOS" a couple of weekends
ago! Let's do it again, soon!
Love. George
To MJR. I am really interested in your
two hazel eyes and Ilike a man who is
almost six feet tall. But what kind of
girl would date a 140 Ib whimp?!
When you put on 20 Ibs give me a
call.
Hot For Your Eyas. Trixy
MjR: I'm 18 years old, fun-loving, personable. understanding and a nutcase myself. I too have hazel eyes,
brown ha i ~ I'm 5'3" and 1151bs. Meet
me up in the Summit between 8 and 9
a.m. Can't miss my unique colored
tenn is shoes.
Hopefully: JLW
Corbett-baby.
When are you going to come down
to my store and play with my toys?
Love, Mr. Kay-Bee
Cathy.
....1 saw you studying last Thursday if'
the Summit with Laura. You were
wearing a cut pink and white stripe
blouse w ith ruffles. I'm sort of shy,
how can I meet you? Please respond
in the next issue of Current.
Anxious
To my TTKA pledge son Bill, Mom is
looking forward to Sat. nig ht.
Love, Mom
Ron Jr. Have a Happy Birt hday this
weekend! Enjoy yourself!
Ken: Thank you for a wonderful two
years. They've been the best I've ever
had.
D.l.H.

a

Congratulations Bobby " Mac" on
fantastic performance last Wednesday night! You really were great and I
know because I've been watching
you play since your CBC days. Keep
up your hot streak in the playoffs!
We, the brothers of Sigma Tau Gamma, do hereby challenge the brothers of
our fellow fraternities TTKA, TKE ETT
to a friendly test of driving skill in the
UMSL Sports Car Club's Autoc ross.
The Autocross is Sunday, March 6,
12:30 p.m: at the parking lot next to
the Blue Building on UMSL campus.

The Q.tality Altcrnat i\ c

Larry, I look forward to getting to the
Carribbean. Never know what you
ca n do with coco nuts, do you? Name
the time and I'll be ready to go. Keep
smiling and keep me laughing.
Love, 'T '
Karen : why do I hear bells every time I
tal k to you?
Your Myst erious (?)
Admirer
Spurs: Can't you see how I lust for
you? I know you want to abuse me, so
why don't we get together at the
Ranch for a little " riding"? Don't
forget your black leather straps to t ie
me down with .
You Know Who
S.M.: I' m really glad we met and have
one class together! Your friendship
means a lot to me!
Love J.
Alita-Sorry this is a week late, but
happy 20th! Hope your day was great!
Love J.B.
Bronco, We love to play with your
Dingle. May we still yank on it for a
while?
All our lust.
Cuddles. Tiger & Honey
P.S. Thanks for the roses.
To Cathy, Kathy, Julie, Judy:
School is almost over, so cheer up.
Love. Bronco
, The brothers of Sigma Tau Gamma
wish to thank everyone who attended our All-Campus Party Friday the
l8th and made it a smashing success. It just goes to prove that
everyone; the fraternities, sororities
and independents can get together
and have an excellent time! If you
missed this party, we hope to see you
at our next one. If you we re there.
then we know we will see you again,
again and again. We thank you.
Fraternally you rs,'
the Brothers of
Sigma Tau Gamma

For Sale
1978 Chevrolet Camaro, only 34,300
miles, light blue metallic with blue
plaid cloth interior, V-8 automatic, air
& other extras, excellent shape. has
brand new battery, exhaust and
starter systems. Asking $4,200. Call
862- 7474.
FOR SALE: BASS AMPLIFIER, Compact, small. 100 watt. One 15 inch
speaker very new, excellent condition $225. 837- 0127.

1977 Firebird Esprit, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Cruise Control.
Stereo, Custom Wheels, Air Cond.,
Power Windows, much more. Asking
$3,200, w illing to negotiate. 4234105 after 6 p.m.
Volkswago n Turtle
Top
1975
Camper. sleeps four, two-burner
stove, sink, 110v/12v refrigerator,
lots of storag e. $3,800, 739-4933.
Stereo for sale: com pact AM / FM
stereo with digital tuning, turntable,
cassett, 8-track, two speakersExcellent condition-$195. 892- 3426Jeff.
Kawasaki-650. '79-5000 miles-oil
changed every 500 mi.-mag.
wheels. electronic ign ition, crash &
sissy bar, dual disk brakes. ex. wide
rear tire, new battery-in mint
condition-See this! Mark 261 - 7153.
1979 Chevy Truck for sale, good
tires, great condition. air, manual
transmission. low miles-343- 056 7
after 6 p.m.

Wanted
Barnes Hospital
is interested in training
college students to
become Unit Clerks
(O n-the-jo b training is provided).
We need several in dividuals
to work every weekend or
every other weekend
Day and/or eve ning shifts.
For further information and an
application contact the Nurse
Rec ruitment office at 454-52 10 .
Let a PROFESSIONAL RESUME
WRITER help you look good! Call
Resumes That Work and enjoy the
advantag e in a tough job market. Stu den( Discount. 727-9577.
Wanted: Baseba ll players for County
League baseball team . Ages 17 and
up. Call Brian. 739- 3574 or 739-3850.
OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY is looking for teamworkers to work in
kitchen areas. Flexible hours, excellent benefits, an environment that
will challenge your ability to grow.
Call for an appointment; Monday
through Thursday 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
621-0276.
Five hundred women needed for a
single group shot. Photo to be taken
in two to three weeks (3/ 4). Call with
times that are best for you. 381 3078, 5414 on campus. Karen.

Miscellaneous
CARPOOL want ed in St. Charles.
Can drive. Classes are Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday. Fri day from 8
a.m. to 12:50 p.m. If interested ca ll
946-2985 and ask for Dick!
Wanted: Ten people to lose w eight
and make money. Call afternoon and
eve ning s. 527 - 4694.
Student with writ ing certificate, available to ed it academic papers. Will not
be res pon sible for checking facts;
but can cla rify structure, correct
spelli ng and punctuation. etc.
Reasonable rates. Call Diana. 2968342.
A pair of hard or semi-ha rd contact
lens were found in U. Ce nter lounge.
Pick them up at the Information
Desk.
To the guy who stole my lock and
equipme nt from my locker, return it to
the security guard in gym and no
questions asked. (Keep th e lock.) I
just want th e CC sw eats and shorts.
GUITAR LESSONS: Berk le e College
of Musi c Alumnus. Call Marc at 9940248 for rates and times.
Celebrate St. Patrick's Day early!
CLAIRS'EARCH, featuring ancie nt
Irish harp in a contemporary perspective, appears Tuesday, March
15. at New City School Auditorium,
5209 Waterman, 361-6411-Tickets
$3 in advance, $3.50 at door; 6 :;30
cas h bar, 7 :30 co nce rt.
ABORTION SERVICES: Confidential
cou nseli ng. pregnancy tests. pelvic
exa ms. REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
SERVICES-the oldest. most experienced and respecte d nam e in problem pregnancy co un sel ing and
outpatient abortion services in the
Midwest. Call: 367-0300. or 1-800392-0888 toll free in Mo. 1-800325-0200 toll free in III. In the
Doctors Building, 100 N. Euclid at
West Pine, St. Louis. Mo. 63 108.
'Classified Ads are free of charge . ~
for UMSL students and faculty and
staff members. Please place your
ad on the Classified Ad Forms
available at the Current offices, 1
Blue Metal Office BUilding, or the
University Center Information 'Jesk.
Include your name, I'J number,
phone number, and the classifica·
tion under which your ad should
run. 'Jue to space limitations, only.
one ad per subject may run.

Meeting notices should be
sent to the Around UMSL
ec;titor.
.
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Thursday

9

• The University Players present
William Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream" under the direction of David Novak of the Theatre
Project Company. Curtain rises at 8
p.m. in the Benton Hall Theatre, 105
Benton Hall. Tickets are $1 with an
UMSl student ID and $2 for general
admission.

teams is Monday and Wednesday at
6:30 p.m.

• Psychology Organization meets
at 3 p.m. at 316 Stadler Hall.

• An exhibit of photographs by
John Bennett of the Washington
University anthropology department,
" An Anthropologist's Photographs," is
on view in the Centerfor Metropolitan
Studies, 362 SSB, through March 31.

• The film "EI Espiritu de la
Colmena" ("The Spirit of the Beehive") is presented at 1 p.m. and again
at 7:30 p.m. at 1 01 Stadler Hall by the
modern foreign languages department. The Spanish film is presented
with English subtitles.

• Intramural hoc-soc. All teams
must register by today in the Intramural Office, 203 MarkTwain Building.
Play for men's, women's and coed

• VeteransClubmeetsfromnoonto
2 p.m. in the McDonnell Conference
Room, 331 SSB. Call 553-5315 for
more information.

4

.

Friday

• Early Around UMSL deadline.
The Current will not publish March 17
or 24 because of spring break. All
acti~ities scheduled between March
10 and March 31, then, should be submitted for the March 10 calendar.
.Deadline is today at 3 p.m.

Fields with Solvable Antomorphism
Groups" at 4 p.m. at 409 Clark Hall.
Tea is served before the mathematics
colloquium at 3 :30 p.m. at 527 Clark
Hall.

• Joseph D'MeliooftheOhioState
University mathematics depart-·
ment speaks on " Algebraic Function

• " A Midsummer Night's Dream"
is presented again tonight at 8 p.m.
See Thursday.

5

rises on the play tonight at 8 p.m.
See Thursday.

• " A Midsummer Night's Dream"
in the beginning of March? Curtain

6

Sunday
under the direction of Warren Bellis of
the UMSl music department, presents a midwinter concert at 8 p.m. in
the Education Auditorium on the
South (Marillac) campus.

• The University Players' "A Midsummer Night's Dream" closes its
run tonight at 8 p.m. See Thursday.
•

Saturday

The University Concert Band,

7
• Elections for student members
of the University Senate are held
today from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 5 to
7 p.m. Polls are located in the lobbies
ofthe Education Office Building on the
South (Marillac) campus, the University Center and the Social Sciences
and Business Building. The University
Senate is the governing body of the
university; it consists of faculty,
administration and student members.

• Charles Gardner of the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln agronomy department speaks on " Genetic Information From Generation Means Analyses" at 4 p.m. at 316 Stadler Hall. Coffee is served before the biology
seminar at 3:30 p.m. at 325 Stadler
Hall.

8
• Mass is celebrated at 12:30 p.m.
at the Newman House, 8200 Natural
Bridge Road.
• A "Bread for the World" program
is sponsored by the Newman House,
8200 Natural Bridge Road, at 8 p.m.
The group discusses hunger issues
and plans to write a .Ietter to the U.S.

Monday
• Barry Haymore of the Monsanto
Co. speaks on" 1 8-Crown-6, A Pleopo- .
tent ligand: Complexes with Oxonium,
Ammonium, Arene Diazonium and
lanthanide Metal Ions" at 4 p.m. at
120 Benton Hall. Coffee is served
before the chemistry seminar at 3 :30
p.m.
• Edwin Fedder of the UMSL Center for International Studies speaks
on " Realities and Discords in the
Atlantic Alliance" as part of the Monday Colloquia in Social Science
Research at 1: 15 p.m. in the McDonnell Conference Room, 331 SSB. Refreshments are to be served.
• Mass is celebrated at noon at the
Newman
House, 8200
Natural
Bridge Road.

Tuesday
Congress at the meeting.
• Elections fo'r student members
of the University Senate are held
today from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 5 to
7 p.m. Polls are located in the lobbies
ofthe Education Office Building on the
South (Marillac) campus, the University Center and the ·Social Sciences
and Business Building.

Wednesday

• Paul Korner of World Wide Investments speaks on "Big Banks and
the International Financial Crisis" in a
program sponsored by the Progressive Conservatives at noon at 78
J.C. Penney Building.

• The Older Women' s League
meets at noon at 75 J.C. Penney Building to hear Johnnie Parker, branch
manager of the North East Social
Security Administration office speak
on " Changes in Social Security
Regulations."
• "Wednesday Noon Live" presents live music from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
in the University Center Student
lounge or on the U. Center patio if
weather permits.
• Mass is celebrated by the Newman House at noon at 266 Un iversity
Center.

-------111 0
• Carolyn Sites Fruchtman and
Efrim Fruchtman, professors of
music at Memphis State University,
present a chamber music recital at 8
p.m. in the Education Auditorium on
the South (Marillac) campus.
• Psychology Organization meets
at 3 p.m. at 329 Stadler Hall to hear
John Boswell speak on the topic
" Shrinking World."
• Molly Reinert and Nona Bonheimer, investment bankers for
Prudental Bache Securities, repeat
last week's program on "Financial
Planning for Women" at noon in the
Women's Center, 107 A Benton Hall.

•
coming
up
• March 11. Hypnotist Tom Deluca
performs at 8 p.m. in the Summit
lounge. Tickets are $3 for students
with an UMSl ID and $4 for the
general public. Admission price includes unlimited soda and snacks.
See related story in this week's
Features/Arts section.
• March 13. Th'e Kammergild Chamber Orchestra presents "An English
Evening" of music at the St. louis Art
Museum Auditorium at 8 p.rn. Tickets
are $8 and $5, with a limited number of
$3 tickets available for students and
senior citizens. Telephone orders may
be made by calling 553-5991 or 5535980.
•

March 18. Spring break begins at

5 p.m.

--T-hu_r_sd_a.....y

I. . .

• Mass is celebrated at 12:30 p.m.
at the Newman House, 8200 Natural
Bridge Road .

at the
•
movies
A film critic friend of mine once
told me that he thought Steven
Spielberg was a retarded kid. I told
h.im to keep comments along those
lines to himself, lest he be considered a communist or something
worse. I don't mind Spielberg, b'ut I
don't worship his films. I don't feel
that "E.T.: The Extra Terrestrial"
should go down in history as the
greatest accomplishment since the
discovery of penicillin.
I found " Poltergeist" bloated with
special effects. I thought the scariest aspect of the film was the prospect of more films like it, offering
high technology as the protagonist.
But what do I Know? I thought " An
Officer and a Gentlemen" was the
scariest film of the year.
Steven Klearman
They're here . . . "Poltergeist," produced by Steven Spielberg and
directed by Tobe Hooper (at least,
that's what the credits say), is presented at 7:30 p.rn. and 10 p.m.
Friday and Saturday at 101 Stadler Hall.
Admission is $1 with an UMSl
student ID and $1.50 for general
admission. Students may bring one
guest at the reduced price.

kwmu programming
• Thursday, March 3
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
9:30-10:30 p.m. Music of Our Time
10:30-11 p.m. Ken Nordine's
Word Jazz
• Friday, March 4
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
11 p.m.-6 a.m. Fusion 91 features
the Art Emsemble of Chicago.
• Saturday, March '5
2-2:30 p.m. The Empire Strikes
Back
5-7 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion
11 p.m.-midnight Gateway Jazz: In
the Midst performs in the second
part of a concert taped recently at
Washington University's Graham
Chapel.
midnight-6 a.m. Pipeline features
the music of the Undertones.

• Sunday, March 6
5-7 p.m. Gateway Classics
7-8 p.m. . Creative Aging
10-10:30 p.m. Playhouse 91
The Lord ofthe Rings: "The Mirror
of Galadriel" (Episode 9)
10:30-11 :30 p.rn. Sunday Magazine.
The Student Staff reviews the week's
news events.
11 :30 p.m.-midnight Sport!. Spectrum. The Student Staff reviews the
week in sports.
midnight-6 a.m. Miles Beyond.
This Student Staff program presents alternative and mainstream
jazz.
• Monday, March 7
•
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
• Tuesday, March 8
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
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Men cagers defeat SIU-E,
Northeast; end MIAA year
Kyle Muldrow
reporter

At the beginning of the season ,
UMSL's men 's basketball coach
Rich Meckfessel said that there
were two goals that the Rivermen wanted to achieve. Those
goals were to (1) win at least 14
games and (2) to finish in the top
four in the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association,
thereby gaining a berth in the conference tournament.
Those gonls were accomplished last week as the Rivermen won two of three games. Win
number 14 came Monday night as
the Rivermen took to the road to
play Southern Illinois University
at Edwardsville. The Cougars
wanted to get back at UMSL for
their 69-62 loss to the Rivermen
back on Jan. 22. But the Rivermen wouldn't see it that way as
they won it, 71-63 . Carlos Smith
led the way with 25 points, while
going 7-for-7 from the free-throw
line.
The first goal had been reached.
Now it was time to get the second
one. On Wednesday night, the
Rivermen played host to the
Northeast Missouri State University Bulldogs . UMSL had lost
a heartbreaker to the Bulldogs,
78- 76 , in triple overtime Feb. 2.
So, revenge was a factor. Also ,
the Rivermen entered the game
in fourth place with a conference
record of 5-5, while the Bulldogs'
conference mark was 4-6. So, as
Meckfessel said, " If we want to
get into the tournament , we have
to beat Northeast."
So, the game of the year got
underway . At first. the Rivermen
seemed a little tentative. Northeast, on the other hand, didn't. It
scored the first three baskets of
the game and hel d that six-point
lead for the first five minutes of
the first half. Then , Bob McCormack checked into the game. No
sooner had he gotten in, then he
hit a 15-foot jumper. Big deal.
. right? Well , then he hit another.
And another. And another. And
another. It looked like one of
those nights when McCormack
just couldn't miss. When the first
half was over, Northeast led, 3328. Believe it or not, McCormack
had 20 of UMSL's 28 first-half
points.
McCormack was not the only
one who seemed extremely fired
up for this game. The Rivermen
might have been trailing by much
more if it were not for the

aggressive rebounding of senior
forward
Richard
Hamilton.
" Bird" grabbed six in the first
half and repeatedly frustrated
the Bulldogs' star center, James
Hutcherson , with his physical
defense.
Also, senior guard Reggie
Clabon , although he didn't score
that much, proved his leadership
with his pinpoint passing, defense and rebounding. For
Hamilton and Clabon, it turned
out to be a last home game they
will probably never forget.
The second half started in the
same way as the first half. Despite improved play by the
Rivermen ,
Northeast
still
seemed to get the advantage .
With 7 minutes, 3 seconds left in
the game, the Bulldogs led , 5753. But Kurt Berg hit two pressure free throws to cut the
margin to two. However, a turnover by the Rivermen seemed to
seal their fate .
But it w'as far from over. With
the Bulldogs up by six, Berg
again hit two big free throws .
After both teams missed a shot,
Clabon hit two more free throws.
Then, he stole the ball in the
backcourt and passed it to
McCormack , who drilled another
15-footer to tie the game. Then ,
McCormack grabbed a rebound,
came down the court, and passed
to Carlos Smith, who made a 20footer to put the Rivermen ahead
by two, 63-61.
.
Northeast finally hit a shot to
tie it up at 63-63. Now the stage
was set again . The clock read 3
minutes , 26 seconds. The Rivermen went into a stall. After passing the ball around for what
seemed 'like eternity , they called
a timeout with 24 seconds left

. never had so much noise in it
before. UMSL had won the game,
65- 63 . And to wind up the evening, the Greeks broke into a
chorus of " Hey, hey , hey , goodbye! "
The hero of the game was
Smith but the savior was McCormack. The sophomore guard
played his finest game for UMSL,
scoring a game- , season- and
career-high 30 points. Clabon
followed ~ with 10 , Smith had
eight, and Hamilton had six.
On Saturday, the Rivermen
traveled to Cape Girardeau to
take on the Southeast Missouri
State University Indians . UMSL
fell behind by eight in the first
half, but rallied to take a onepoint lead with three minutes left
in the half. Southeast came back
and held a 45-42 advantage at
halftime. From there, it was all
Indians. They scored eight unanswered points at the start of
the second half. UMSL tried
valiantly , but couldn't come
back. The Indians won it, 92- 75.
Smith led the Rivermen with 20
points , followed by Clabon and
Kurt Jacob with 14 and McCormack with nine.
So, the Rivermen finished the
regular season with an overall
record of 15-12 and a conference
mark of 6-6 , good for fourth
See "Rivermen," page 16

reporter

It's over. The UMSL women's
basketball season is over.
" It's been a frustrating year,"
said senior standout Sandy
Moore. "We could never get 'on
track this season.
" Coach Larson worked us hard
and we were optimistic before
the season but things just didn't
go our way ."
Things did go UMSL's way last
Wednesday though .
In their last home game of the
year, the Riverwomen hosted the
. Bulldogs from Northeast Missouri State University in the battle for sixth place.
Though NEMO led at halftime
h" nn"
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second half behind the strength
of seniors Karen Lauth and Chris
Meier. Lauth and Meier each
poured in 18 points as UMSL ran
away with it, 81-66.
" This was one of our best team
efforts of the season," Larson
said. "We passed well , shot well ,
played good defense, and didn't
make many turnovers . When a
team does this, it usually wins."
Deb Skerik had 14 pOints while
Sandy Moriarty and Kandy Stickrod added 10 points apiece.
On Saturday, UMSL traveled to
Southeast Missouri State UniversHy to take on the quick,
second-place Indians. : : was
never a contest.
SEMO turned a 50-28 halftime
It:a~n
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QR-I;n win

Sharon Kubatzky

Irs A BIRD: Richard "Bird" Hamilton goes to the basket
against Northeast Missouri State University. Carlos Smith won
the game for the Rivermen with a 17-foot jump shot at the buzzer, 65-63.

conference champions , in Cape
Girardeau .

reporter

The 1982-83 season has been a
complete turnaround for the
UMSL Rivermen basketball
team. They were picked to finish
last in the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association ,
largely on the basis of last
season's disappointing 12- 14
record. Well , the critics can eat
their words . The Rivermen
carved out a 15-12 record, with a
conference mark of 6-6, good for
fourth place.
Now, as one of the top four
teams , they advance to the MIAA
postseason tournament. Their
first round game is tonight ,
against the Southeast Missouri
State University Indians , the

Riverwomen end dismal year
Kurt Jacob

"

Rivermen to pay Indians
MIAA playoff visit tonight
Kyle Muldrow

The last time UMSL was in this
situation was Feb. 19 . The Rivermen were tied with Northwest
Missouri State University with
24 seconds left. With two seconds
to go, Carlos Smith missed a
jump shot, but a tip-in by Ron
Porter won the game. But could
they do it again?
. Vic Jordan got the ball inbounds. The ball was passed
around the top of the key . Smith
had it there with 10 seconds left.
He held onto the ball. Then he
dribbled. The clock was now
down to two seconds. With two
Bulldog guards right on top of
him, Smith put up a jumper. The
whole building was dead silent.
The shot came down and-it went
in! The Mark Twain Building

. r.

Lauth and Meier, playi ng their
last game in an UMSL uniform ,
led the Riverwomen with 16 and
11 points , respectively.
UMSL finished with a 10-15
record-not good enough for post
season play. The big news ,
though, is that four of the top five
players are seniors. Moore ,
Lauth, Meier and Moriarty have
run out of eligibility.
" Next year will be a rebuilding
year," Larson said. " We'll need
leadership and maturity from
our returning players next year. "
UMSLNotes: Sandy Moorewas
named to the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association
A ll-r.onfprpnr"
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SEMO has played well against
the Rivermen. It won the first
encounter, 78-65 , in St. Louis ,
and then won the rematch, 92- 75 ,
in Cape, to clinch the conference
title.
The Indians' starting five is
probably the strongest and most
well-balanced in the conference.
They are lead by center Jewell
Crawford, last season's MIAA
Player Of the Year. The 6-foot-5
junior averaged 15 .3 pOints and
'6.5 rebounds per game. He
scored 27 points and grabbed 10
rebounds in the first win over
UMSL and scored 12 in the
rematch .
Backing up Crawford are two
outstanding forwards , senior
Terry Mead and junior Donnie 'McClinton. Mead , 6 foot 3,
averaged 14 .6 points and 5.5.
rebounds per game. McClinton ,
also 6 foot 3, averaged 14 points
"and a team-leading seven rebounds per game . McClinton
scored 26 in the second win over
UMSL, while Mead had 15 .
If this sounds tough enough ,
wait until you hear about the
guards . The starters are senior

Lew Brookins and junior Anthony
Venson. Brookins, 6 foot 3, is not
a big scorer, but is definitely the
Indians' floor general, as well as
being a tenacious defender. He
averages 7.8 points per game and
leads the team in assists with 90.
Venson, on the other hand , is a
smooth player and probably is
the best shooter on the team. He
is small (6 feet) but is an
excellent jumper. He averages
13 .8 points a contest. Venson has
15 points in the UMSL rematch,
while Brookins had 11.
'The one weak spot for the
Indians could be their bench. One
quality player is junior guard
Michael Poole (6 foot 3), who is
third on the team in assists with
67 . After that, however, things
get pretty thin . Senior forward
Allen Barnett (6 foot 5) is reliable
but is not on the same level as
Mead or McClinton. The same is ,
true for 6-foot-4 sophomore
Chris Arand . If any of the starting
five get into foul trouble early in
the game , UMSL could have a
definite advantage .
Even though SEMO has beaten
UMSL twice this season, there is
no reason to give up . After all ,
you know what they say-the
third time 's a charm.

Softball preview upcoming
Next week the Current will
preview the 1983 UMSL softball
team. The Riverwomen, who are
coming off a disappointing 10-24
season in 1982 , have added a few
new faces in an attempt to
improve on last season's mark.
Veterans Lisa Studnicki, Pat
Maleas and Lori Davidson are
back to lend some experience to a

young team .
Look for a special feature on
Studnicki, a senior outfielderinfielder-pitcher who is a prime
candidate for all -American honors this season. A better than .300
career batter, Studnicki is one of
the top hitters in the history of
UMSL softball.
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Clabon, Smith get honors Men kickers fourth
souri State University, guard
Mark Campbell and forward
J ames Hutcherson , were selected on the second tern a ahead of
Smith. NEMO finished behind
UMSL in the MIAA standings by
one game.
"There's no ques tion Carlos
was more deserving than
Camp bell ," Meckfessel said.
" But I guess coaches voted on
what they saw. Those things are
always open to second-guessing."

Jeff Kuchno
editor

Th e UMSL m en's basketball
team may h_ave gained some r espect by qu alifying for the
postseason tournament in the
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association , but it would be
hard to tell by looking at the
postseason honors that were
handed out earlier t hi s week.
Only one UMSL player, Reggie
Clabon , was recognized on one of
the top two all-conference teams .
Clabon. a senior guard , was
named to the second team at an
awards banquet held at UMSL
Monday .
Carlos. Smith, wha was fourth
in the MIAA in sco ring and third
in steals, was left off both the
first and second teams. He did ,
however, receive honorable
mention.
"Carlos and Reggie both deserved to make it," said UMSL
coach Rich Me ckfessel. " Carlos
had some conference games
where he didn't shoot well , and '
that probably hurt him. Reggie ,
on the other hand , was more
consistent."
Meckfessel was miffed that
two players from Northeast Mis-

" Before practice IMonday
afternoon\, a few of the players
saw me in the locker room and
said they were sorry I didn't get
it ," he added. " I felt better about
that than if I had gotten it. "
Terry Mead , a senior forward
at Southeast Missouri , was the
featured player on the first team .
Mead , who was named the
league's Most Valuable Player ,
was joined by teammate Jewell
Crawford , Curtis Gibson of t he
Univerisyt of Missouri-Rolla ,
Victor Coleman of Northwest
Missouri State University and
Ron Nunnelly of Central Mis souri State University on the
first squad.
Second -team selections included
Central
Missouri 's
Tyrone Lee and Lincoln University 's Earnie Carr, along with
Campbell,
Hutcherson
and
Clabon.

The voting for MIAA Coach of
the Year was no different. Meckfessel, a prime candidate for the
honor, was overloked in favor of
Southeast Missouri State University's Ron Shumate. The latter won the award for the second
year in a row after guiding the
Indians to a 21- 5 overall record
and the MIAA championship,
their second in as many years .
Meckfessel , who took a team
that was picked to finish last in
the MIAA and led them to a
pl ayoff ' spot and a winning
season, was not upset with the
de cis ion.
" He's done a great job," Meckfessel said of Shumate. " It
would've been nice Ito get the
award\, but I'm not disappointed .
The big thing is to enjoy what
you're doing.

Those receiving honorable
mention were Major Craig and
Ricky Owens of Northwest Missouri; Ricky Cannon of Missouri Rolla; Gary Bussard of Northeast
. Missouri ; Darryl Jones , Briuan
Pesko and Mark Lolar of Central
Missouri; Leon White of Lincoln
University; and Donnie McClinton, Anthony Venson and Lew
Brookins of Southeast Missouri.
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Dan Kimack
assistant sports editor

The UMSL Rivermen didn 't
win the Twellman's indoor
soccer tournament, but they
surprised a lot of peopl e capturing t he Gro up A champi onship .
The 16-team tournament ,
sponsored by Twellman's Just
for Kicks Soccer Club , Grey
Eagle Distributors In c. and
t he St. Louis Amateur Sports
Council , was set up in a four division ,
tournament-style
play , and Coac h Don Dallas
was rather pleased with his
club's performance.
" In round -robin play, we
put on a strong showing to win
our group champi onship, "
Dallas said . " I was pleased
even though we didn't win the
overall championship."
In winning the round -robin
Group A championship, UMSL
kickers proved themselves as
worthy indoor perform ers.
"There were a lot of people
out there watching, " Dall as
said , " We gained a lot of
recogniti on for our ind oor
abilities . "
In first -round action, the
River men defeated St. Louis
Comm unity College at Forest
Park by a 6-4 margin . Next,
. the University of Akron fell
prey to UMSL's indoor attack
5-0. The Rivermen kickers
then clinched t he Group A
cha mpions hip by downi ng
Saint Louis University 6-2 .
The victories propelled the
Rivermen into semifinal action against Southern Ill inois
University at Edwardsville

who won the Group B
championship.
Th e UMSL ki cker s fell
short , though , in their qu est
for indoor soccer s uprema cy,
losing to SIU-E 4-2. " We were
ca pab le of winning the ga me,"
Dallas said , "we were capable
of beating any of the teams out
there ."
But one player in particular
played outstand ing thro ughout
the tournament. "Scott Graham
has a very good reputation as
an indoor keeper ." Dallas
prai se d. " He played very well
throughout the tournament,
and kept us in the matches. "
Ind eed. Graham shut out
the Akron team , and held both
SLU and SIU-E to only two
goals - which is exceptional
in the offensive-minded indoor game.
Eastern Illinois University
won the Group C comp etit ion ,
while Jndiana was victorious
in Group D. Later, India na U.
downed Eastern Illinois in the
ot her semifinal action , which
pitted it against SIU, which
had beaten the Riverm en,
" SIU defeatd Indi ana 6-2 , in
what was really a close
game," Dallas said. " It was a
good showing by both clubs."
If there is anyone thing that
the UMSL kickers can do to
help their chances next year ,
it would be to compete in a
wider variety of indoor play.
"This, along with the Budweiser Cup. is the only indoor
experince we have," Dallas
said. " In talking to some ofthe
other coaches, they told me
that they are playing in other
indoor
tournaments.
We
haven't. "
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who cheered us on to victory
.
against Northeast Missouri State.
Your enthusiasm was great!

UMSL Basketball Players,
Coaches and Staff I
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GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE,
•
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.btiil.'e

Cool Valley Dairy Queen
1326 So . Florissant Rd .

.
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Quality hitting, pitching, and defense give
Dan Kimack
assistant sports editor

The last three years of UMSL
baseball have been mediocre at
best, but head coach Jim Dix
feels that this could be a banner
season for his Rivermen baseball players.
Just what did cause the
downfall these last few seasons?
" We lost four all -American ball
players in the last three years ,"
answered Dix. "That really put
us in a hole , but we're starting to
come out of it. Last year we
finished a disappointing second
in the southern half of the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic
Association conference, but we
gained valuable experience."
Now , most people wouldn 't
think of a second -place finish as a

disappointment, but Dix wasn't
satisfied. If, by chance, his club
were to finish bridesmaid again
this year, Dix would be astounded.
"We have possibly the best
team ever here at UMSL this
year," Dix said. "We should win
the conference, and if we play up
to our capabilities, this would be
the year we get back in it. "
When Dix says "back in it, " he
means , of course, the regional
playoffs, and quite possibly the
College World Series. That's how
good he thinks his club is. After
all , the Rivermen have gone to
the playoffs in 11 of the last 15
years , and have competed in the
College World Series a total of
three times , Dix said. And one
more thing: Dix has been coaching UMSL baseball for the last
decade and a half.

So goes the infamous sports
story - winning predictions at
the beginning of the season. This,
however, isn't a story. And Dix
isn't blowing smoke. Facts are
what he derives his predictions
from.
Fact: Along with Southeast
Missouri State University, UMSL
has always been competitive in
the MIAA. Either of the two is
very capable of winning the conference crown this year.
Mike Misler, assistant baseball coach at SEMO, verified the
aptitude of UMSL's baseball
team. "We're not looking forward
to playing the Rivermen. We feel
that UMSL is one of the top runners for the MIAA crown," he
said . " They're an all-around
team and with their experience

from last year, they will definitely improve."
Fact: UMSL is returning two of
the finest infielders in the confere'nce. First baseman Dave
Lawson returns as a first-team
all-conference selection, and
shortstop Al Mares will try to
avoid the sophomore jinx after
earning MIA A Rookie of the Year
honors last season.
Of course Dix had bragging
rights to Mares , but Misler could
think of nothing but words of
praise. " They have an excellent
shortstop in Mares , probably the
finest in the conference. He is
going to be a great ball player in
the future ," he said.
Fact: A total of 15 players is
returning from last season's
team , nine of them starters from
a year ago.
" We're coming back strong,"
Dix said. " We had six freshmen
pitching for us last yea r and they
all gained needed experience.
That makes them all the stronger
this year . This is probably the
finest pitching staff we've , ever
had ."
Fact: Speed will be a plus for
UMSL this season as John Windom joins the team as a junior.
Windom led the entire nation as a
sophomore stealing a total of 51
bases.

Fact: There are seven returning starters who hit .300 or bett er
during the '82 campaign.
"We're ready for a slugfest
when we play the Rivermen,"
Misler said. " Hitting for average
and for power are both present in
UMSL's attack. Our field is
relatively small ; I hope they
don't come in here and knock out
a lot of home runs ."
Fact: There are many more
facts , so many, in fact , that they
become monotonous .
Returning members and tradition are not the only support for
Dix ' cause though. " We've got a
lot of impressive transfers and
walkons this ye ar ," Dix said .
" Two newcomers , Ron Aiello and
John Stevenson, both walked on
from McCluer North High
School. Both will be outstanding
players for us in the future ."
Another returnee, of sorts , is
being bill ed as a newcom er by
Dix . " Tim Kava naugh start ed for
us four years ago ," Dix sa id.
" Tim wa s having trouble with
grades and he was caught up in
his work then. I'm glad we have
him bac k. "
All in all , th e team looks like it
is in relatively fin e s hape . If anything, it has gained m ore th an it
has lost from las t yea r.

Photos by Sharon Kubatzky

"We had six freshmen pitching for us last
year and they all gained needed
experience. That makes them all the
stronger this year. This is probably the
finest pitching staff we've ever had."
-Jim Dix, UMSL head baseball coach

YER OUT!: Qave Lawson slides back into first base during a recent practice. Dave Downhour puts
the tag on Lawson. Lawson and Downhour are expected to boost the Rivermen's offense th is
year.

Mark Hupp
catcher

Mark Hahn
pitcher

Brad Hubbard
pitcher

HOME SCHEDULE

Ma rch
March
March
March
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

11
19
20
30

6
8
16
19
23
26
29-30

May 2
May4

.-

Missouri Baptist College (2)
University of Missouri- Rolla (2)
University of Minnesota-Morris (2)
Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville

1
1
1
1

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Southwest Missouri State University (2)
McKendree College (1)
Lincoln University (2)
Washington University (1)
Southeast Missouri State University (2)
Western Illinois University (2)
Conference playoff at UMSL if UMSL
wins southern division
Saint Louis University (2)
Eastern Illinois University (2)

1
2
1
3
1
1

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m .
p.m.

2 p.m.
1 p.m.

J
Dave Lawson
infielder

Ray Howard
infielder

Tim Kavanaugh
infielder

AI Mares
infielder

Dave Downhour
infielder
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Rivermen bright outlook for 183 season

,

" The onlv major loss from last
year w.:;s Mark Stell ern. who
signt!d with the Houston Astros
as a fifth-round draft choice,"
Dix said. " It hurts because he
still had a year of eligibility left
here at UMSL."
So. with the team in better
shape than it was in last year. just
what are the strong points of the
'83 Rivermen?
"The big thing I see this year is
an outstanding defense, especially on the infield. " responded
Dix. " Our pitching and hitting
are sou nd , and our reI ief pitching
is stronger than it has ever been."
And what about a weakness?
Well , with defense. hitting, and
pitching all expressed as stro{lg
aspects for the hard bailers this
year, there isn't much else left .
" That is why we may be t he
best UMSL baseball team ever,"
Dix said, "we have a little bit of
everything. If we stay healthy
and away from inj uries, we're
capable of getting back in t he
College Wo rld Series."
Th e Coll ege World Series,
huh? That will prove to be quite a
task coming off of a 22-19 season.
But, as far as Dix is conce rned,
it's all t her e on pape r.
On paper , th e Ri ve rm en pitching r otati on loo ks like thi s. " We

.

Mark Demein
pitcher

Doug Neuhaus
pitcher

Will iam S hanks
pitcher

\
have a five-man rotation ," Dix
said. " William Shanks is the
number one ma n, (Mark) Demien
is two, (Doug) Neuhaus is t hree,
(Kim) Herr is fou r , and Bryan
P ri ce is number five. "
" Thi s r otation is subject to
change, t hough, " Dix sai d. " The
pitchers who ar en·t star ti ng ar e
breathing down t he necks of
th ose who ar e; it's r eally close.
This is really a good s itu ati on to
have, though; it kee ps ever yo ne
on their toes. "

"We're ready for c;t slugfest when we play
the Rivermen. Hitting for average and for
power are both present in UMSL's attack.
Our field is relatively small; I hope they
don't come in here and knock out a lot of
home runs."
- Mike Misler, assistant baseball coach
Southeast Missouri State University

ROAD SCHEDULE
•

March 8 Southern Illinois University-Carbondale (2)
March 22 William Jewell College (2)
March 23 Central Missouri State Un iversity (2)
March 24 Harris-Stowe State College (2)
March 26 Lincoln University (2)
April 2
Southeast Missouri State University (2)
April 8
Maryville College (1)
April 9
University of Missouri-Rolla (2)
April 12 Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville (2)

1 p.m:
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.

April 13
April 19
April 20
May 5

1 p.m.
noon
1 :30 p.m.
1 p.m.

Greenville College (2)
Missouri Baptist College (1)
University of Missouri-Columbia (2)
Indiana State University and
Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville

John Windom
outfielder

Kim He rr
pitcher

Kent Reid
outfielder

Accor di ng to Dix, Sha nk s a nd
Demien coul d wi n every ~ 'TIe
they pitch, if they play up to t heir
capabilities. Dem ien was 2-3
last year, but boasted the clu b's
lowest earn ed run average at
2.48.
As far as t he offense goes , Dix
is setti ng his cl ub up to utilize
speed and power. Windom will
lead off for us," Dix said , " followed by (Kent) Reid . Reid is
exce ll ent at taking pitcher s and
all owing Wind om to steal bas es;
he's a good contact hi tter , too."
Lawson will hit cleanup , and
Downhour will follow in th e fifth
pos ition as a design ated hitter .
Both are expected to add the
needed punch to UMSL's bat
attack.
When th e Ri ver m en take the
field , Wind om will be in the center fi eld , Reid will be in left field ,
Sh anks in right, Lawso n at first
base , Ray Howard will pl ay
second , Mark Hupp will cat ch,
Mares will be at third , and
over
at
Kavanau gh ta kes
shortstop. Thi s also is th e batt ing
ord er in whi ch Di x pl ans to open
his season at 1 p.m . Marc h 8 at
Sout hern Illinois Unive r sityCarbond ale.
Dix is confid ent hi s team has
th e capabiliti es to win th e confer ence, m ake th e regional
pl ayo ffs , and perh aps even the
College World Ser ies
if
everything goes as plann ed .

MAKING HIS PITCH: Mark Demein shows off his pitching
form. Demein is coming off an outstanding season and is
expected to bolster the Rivermen pitching staff this season.

Dix has optimistic outlook as
Rivermen aim for success
Jim Dix is looking forward to a
return to the good old days.
Dix, who is in his eighth season
as head baseball coach at UMSL,
enjoyed considerable success in
his first few years as the head
man . His first four teams compiled a combined record of97- 63 ,
and the Rivermen advanced to
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association postseason action
all four years .
Since then, however, the tide
has turned . UMSL suffered two
consecutive losing seas ons be-

Jeff H utsler
outfielder

fore posting a 22- 19 record last
year. In the past three seasons ,
UMSL' s record has been 60- 65 .
Dix attributes the recent lack
of success to early departures of
key players to the professional
ranks , academic casualties and
injuries. The program was dealt
perhaps its most severe blow
ever when Jim Lockett and Skip
Mann, as juniors, signed to play
professional baseball after the
1979 season.
" That sort of left us high and
dry for a while," Dix said .
UMSL also was put behind the
e ight ball in 1981 when Mike
Stell ern was ruled academically
ineligible , and then again in 1982
when William Shanks suffered
the same fate . Stellern, who
returned last season to set
seve r al school records , left for
the professional leagues over the
summer, thereby passing up his
last season of eligibility.
But even with the loss of
Stellern, Dix is optimistic about
the upcoming season. For one
thing, Shanks is back, and the
team as a whole appears to be
solid at just about every position.
" We've had a string of bad luck
the last few years ," Dix said, " but
we've got it back together this
year. This year will be much better than the last three."

Dix feels there :J re no blatant
weakn esses on this team . "This
is the best depth we 've ever had
on our pitching staff, this is the
best infield we've had defensivel y and I can 't rememb er
being more solid in the lineu p,"
he said. "We'll score some runs."
" This is as solid a ball club as
we've ever had and it might be
our best ever," he s aid .
Dix has establi shed a reputation for building his teams
largely from "no na me" players.
Although some Ri vermen have
had impres sive high school or
junior coll ege credential s, Dix
has a knack for takiing the
athletes who have n't r eceived as
mu ch attention and t hen t urning
them into top co~l e gi ate players.
Dix se rved three years as an
ass istant bas eball coach under
UMSL's Fred Ne lson before taking over the top spot in 1976. He
also s erves a UMSL's supervisor
of intercollegiate events.
After guiding the '76- 77 Rivermen to the College World Series,
he was named District Five
Coach of the Year by the
American Association of College
Baseball Coaches.
With a little luck, Dix and his
Rivermen will make a return trip
to the world series in 1983.

-
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United Blacks bounce Salt and Pepper in basketball
Curt Melchior
sports editor

The UMSL intramural program just keeps bouncing along.
The reason it keeps bouncing
along is that basketball is the
main activity in the intramural
schedule right now.
First let's go to the men's day
basketball standings and see
what is happening there. In
League 1, the Keggers are undefeated (4-0) while the Shorts
are in second place (2-1) . Devastation is at the .500 mark (2-2) in
third place and the Big Dogs and
ROTC 1 are tied for fourth place
(2-1). The Deans and the Beach
Bums bring up the rear with their
winless records (0-4 abd 0-3 ,
respectively).
Now let's bounce over to
League 2. The United Blacks are
in first place (4-0). Salt and Pepper occupy the second slot (3- 1)
while the Butchers and the Biol-

ogy Club are tied for third (2-2).
Division are the P apal Bulls (1FUBAR is in fourth place (1-3)
2) and the Psyc hos (0-3).
just ahead of the winless Papal
Bulls (0- 4) .
Results from the past week
went like this . On Thursday, the
United Blacks beat Salt and Pepper 52-18, FUBAR defeated the .
Papal Bulls 48-3 6, and Butch er s
knocked off Biology Club 50-40.
The men's night basketball
There also is some volleyball
league is divided into two sepbeing played here at UMSL7 The
arate divisions . In the A Division
Red Divj.sion - looks like this .
the Fighting Irish are in first
-,.ti-e Soft Set is at the top (5-0)
place (3-1). FUBAR Gomes next
followed by the Shorts (4-1) . The
along with -the Ice-men (2-1). In
Terrnis Team is above .500 and in
fourth place are the No Names
third place (2-1). A fourth place
(1-2) fOllowed by the Latecomers
tie exists between ROTC TOO
(0-3).
and the Special Forces (2-3). In
The B Division is almost as
sixth place is Phi Zappa Krappa
hotly contested. The Baseball
(1-3). Sig Tau brings up the rear
Rivermen are undefeated (3-0)
in the Red Division (0-5).
and reside in the top spot. Beta
Alpha Psi is in second place (2~
There is a three game gap bet1). The Optometry School has its
ween first and last in the Blue
eye on third place at the present
Division of the volleyball stantime (2-2). At the bottom of the B

intramural
report

dings. The No Names are in first
place (3-0). There is a tie for the
spot behind them between the
Shrinques and Papal Bulls (2-1
each) . ROTC and the Spikes are
tied for fourth (1-2). CAD Cosmos are dead last (0-3).
Here is the volleyball action
from last week . The Tennis Team
defe ated the Special Forces 16,;;
14 and 15-12 . Soft S tknocked offPhi Zappa Krappa by identical
15-6 scores. Shorts knocked off
Sig Tau 15-7 and 15-2. Sig Tau

lost again to Phi Zappa Krappa by
scores of 15-6 and 15-7. The
Shorts and Special Forces went
to three games with the Shorts
winning 15-10, 10-15 and 15-12 .
Soft Set beat ROTC TOO 15-5 and
15-6 . They also defeated the
Shorts 15-8, 13-15 and 16-14 .
Finally, ROTC TOO beat S.ig Tau
15-8,2-15 and ~5-13.
- The volley b ~ll playoffs begin
March 14 . The top four teams in
each division will make the
playoffs .

ATTENTION STUDENTS,
FACULTV, AND STAFF
The Athletic/Physical Education Well ness Committee in cooperation with the School of Nursing and the Division of Student
Affairs " All Campus Well ness Committee" would like your help.
We want to serve your wellness needs as best we can by determining your interest and availability in this area. Please answer
this bri'e f questionnaire and return to the Physical Education
Department, 225 Mark Twain, or simply drop it by the Information
Desk at the University Center by March 10, 1983.
Circle or check answers:

Rivermen---------from page 12

place. Now they're getting ready
for the conference tournamentnot bad for a team that was picked to finish last.
The Rivermen got their share
of individual honors. Smith led
the MIAA in free throw percen-

tage (83 percent) , Jordan led in
field goal percentage (64 percent) , and freshman Ron Porter
placed second in bl ocked shots
with 30. Smith led the t~am in
scoring, with an average of 15.5
per game, followed by Clabon
with 11.7. Smith also led in steals
and assists . Porter led the team

in rebounds with an average of
6.2 per game.
So, win or lose in the tournament, here's to yo u, Reggie, Bird ,
Kurt, Carlos, Vic, Jake, Bob ,
Frank, Joe, Ron, Jeff and Dennis ,
and to the coaches, Rich, Jerry,
and Chico. Thanks, guys, for a
great ~ eason .

« .. .. « « .. « « « « « « « « « « .. « « « « .. .. « « .. « .. « .. « « « «

WEDNESDAY
NOON LIV·E
with

ETHICAL EVENTS
10:00 A.M. - Sunday
School & Adults
11 :00 A.M.:
Mar. 6 - Dr. Sheldon
Ackley, "On Becoming
Unique"
Mar. 13 - Prof. Richard
de Charms, "The Paradox
of
Personal
Causation"
Mar. 20 - John Hoad,
"Gandhi: Making Truth
Real"
Mar. 27 - John Hoad,
"Update on the Women's Movement"

1. Would you be interested in participating in a physical activity
program at the Mark Twain Building?
Yes
No
2. Which of the following time slots would best fit your time
schedule? Indicate your 1 st and 2nd preference.
a. morn ing
_ _ 6:30-7 :30am
_ _ 7:00-8:00am
_ _ 9:00-1 0 :00am
b. afternoon
__'_ noon
_ _ 3 :00- 4 :00pm
c. evening
_ _ 5:30-6 :30pm
_ _ 6 :00-7:00pm
_ _ 7:00-8 :00pm .
d.other _______________________
3. How much time would you have available per exercise
session?
a~_ 30 min. b~_45 min. c~_ 1 hour d ~_ more
4. How many days per week would you want to workout?
a
1 day
b~_ 2 days
c~_3 days
d ~_ more
5. What days would best fit you r schedule?
a~_ MW
d ~_ other

b ~_ MWF

c~_nH

_________

6. In what type(s) of activity are you most interested? Circle
your favorite 4.

MARCH 2 11a.m.--1p.m.
Fun Palace
Sponsored by the
University Program Board
& University Cent~r

Phone, Write or Visit
991-0955
Ask for Sample Copies
of Ethical Weekly

. . . . . . . . « • • ««« . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4l

••

"

a. walk or job or run program
b. swimming
c. aerobic dance
d. weight training
e. calisthenics
f. racquetball & tennis
g. basketball or volleyball
h. intramurals
i. hips, thighs, abdomen exercises
j. health education classes
k. health screening, high blood pressure, diabetes
I. other (please specify)
7. Would you be willing to pay a minimal fee in order to have
qualified instructors? Yes No
8 . How long would you like exercise programs to last?
a. 16 weeks (through exam week)
b. 12 weeks
c. 8 weeks
d. other _______________________
9. Would you be Interested in mini-lectures that pertain to
areas of physical fitness and well ness? Yes No
If yes which topic(s) interests you the most? Circle no more
than 4 .

a. cardiovascular fitness
b. flexibility
c. care of the back
d. strength
e. nutrition
f. diet/losing weigh t
g. benefits of exercise
h. running
i. swimming
j. stress/relaxation
k. exercise and aging
I.·sport clinics
m. stop smokin'g
n. alcohol and drugs
o. healthy living
p. other _______________________
10. How often wou ld you attend these mini-lecture series dealing w ith fitness and weliness?
a. _ _ once a week
b. _ _ bi·monthly
c. _ _ once a month
d, _ _ other ________________

Reverend John Garvey
Glenmary Home Missioners RoOlp
Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
Name

110

_________________________________

~-------

Age --

__-

Address ___________________-.,._______________________________

=======__

City ___

State

-================-- Zip --::===-._ _~~~

11 . Would you be interested in having your physical condition
(cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility, % body fat, etc.)
assessed and counseling made available for possible program prescription? Yes No
If yes, how much would you be willing to pay?
a. $35.00 (minimum evaluation)
b. $90,00 (full evaluation)
c. $105.00 (full evaluation with exercise prescription)
d. other _______________________
e. I would not pay _ _

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP AND COOPERATION

